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Legislative panel drafts bill
to skip one voting year in four

qs-rpf.yoftLE YOU DRAW — Students at East Elementary School have been drawing while listening
music of American composers — a project held in conjunction with Music in the Schools Week. Supervising
the activity are Linda Stalls, teacher and Sigma Alpha Iota alumnus; and Kathy Cleaver, Sigma Alpha lots
alumnus. This morning's session included (from left. mated) Darren McCuiston, Kim Brown, Heather
Williams, Robin Richardson,(standing)Stalls, Tammy Angle, and Cleaver.
Staff photo by Jennie Gordon
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Second presidential candidate visits

Quality at MSU impresses Appleberry
By CHARLES HONEY
- Staff Writer
Murray State played host Tuesday to its second presidential candidate, who said his current school
has achieved much in his five
years as its president.
Dr. James B. Appleberry, president of Pittsburg State University
of Kansas, also remarked he was
Impressed with the MSU grounds
and facilities, the articulate interest of its students, and its push
for accreditation of programs.
"MSU has a good reputation for
the quality of its academic programs." said Appleberry in explaining his interest in the job.
The strength of its athletic programs and tradition of teacher
education were also known to him.
Appleberry, like Pr. Gordon H.
Lamb who visited last week, met
with students on his first day and
will meet with administrators,
faculty and staff today. Air Force
Gen. James Allen is scheduled to
visit Thursday. Regents are
'meeting with the candidates to
help them select a new president
to replace Dr. Constantine ('urns
this June.
The 45-year-old Appleberry has
been president of the 5,500-student
PSU since January 1977. Prior to
that he was assistant to the
chancellor and director of planning at the University of Kansas,
and taught seven years at
Oklahoma State University. He
was also a public school music
teacher and principal in his home
state of Missouri. He has a Ph.D.

light snow
Tonight occasional light snow
or flurries continuing with lows
in the mid to upper 20a with northwest winds 10 to 15 mph.
Thursday occasional snow flurries ending with highs in the
low to mid Ms. Northwest
winds 10 to 20 mph.
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Fiscal Court appoints
two to hospital board

CANDIDATE VISITS — Dr. James B. Appleberry ) right ). the second presidential candidate to visit the
Murray State campus,shares a brief moment with Dr. James Booth,interim vice president for academic programs. Appleberry currently is serving as president of Pittsburg State University in Kansas.
from ()SU and bachelor's,
master's and specialist's degrees
from Central Missouri State.
When asked to list some of his
accomplishments as president of
Pittsburg, Appleberry mentioned
several:
The percentage of terminal
degrees among PSU faculty rose
from 57 percent when he arrived
to 72: more PSU programs were
cut in five years than at all other
Kansas colleges combined, but by
strengthening and realigning the
preserved programs many have
received national recognition; an
enrollment slide from 5,700 in 1971
to 5,100-plus was reversed after he
came; private support increased
from $67,000 to more than $1 5
million 'including in-kind contributions); and alumni chapters
increased from only a home office
to 24 throughout the U.S.
PSU programs that have been
most successful and recognized.
he said, are wood technology.
printing management, plastics,
pre-medical and dental, music,

elementary education and
business.
Development and publicizing of
strong academic programs can
combat declining enrollments.
Appleberry submitted. A university should -make sure the programs you offer are of high quality and recognized as being of high
quality."
"Institutions must always offer
strong liberal arts programs ••
Beyond that they should specialize
in certain areas to develop identities for themselves, he said.
One of the president's primary
responsibilities is to ensure highcaliber personnel is recruited. Appleberry said "The most important decisions you'll ever make
are personnel decisions " The
president's responsibility is not so
much day-to-day, decisions as
developing long-range goals for
the school, and drawing upon and
communicating between the
resources of the university end its
environment, both local and state
You manage things and you

lead people." Appleberry put it
succinctly
Appleberry said he was struck
by the natural beauty of the area,
by the well-maintained campus
grounds, anti by the renovation of
its older buildings Also. NISt.
"does appear to value high caliber programs and strong
capable faculty," he said
Though the Kansas system of
regents differs from Kentucky's in
that one board serves Seven in
stitutions, Appleberry said he has
worked closely' with each of the
board members there lie SIN'S ;Is
a strength the fact MSC has a
Its-al board more conversant with
the needs of this university "
Regarding the accountability of
private. university-affiliated foundations, Appleberry remarked,
"The greatest degree 441 114.1 .141Mtatality must be to the people supporting those fund-raising activities" The university can provide information to demonstratethat contributions are being used
to its best interest, he said

i;raliarii Feltner' and Lila %an
Tidwell were appointed too the
Murray -4"alloway County !hospital
Board tr% the Fiscal Court fue,-,
day
Feltner was reappointeol ssIl
recommendation of the Calloway
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Berman Ellis as the Viso al
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p
has been customary foolpointees to 141111. Nen .• one term
.
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$29.466
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were increased from $6a2 too $675
per month,or to $8,10:, per year
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Failure of oil price
agreement triggered
Wall Street selloff
it) The ASSOciated 'res.s
Analysts say the failure il
agre.•
WE( t44 teach an oil prio
merit helped trigger a big Wall
Street Selloff. eVell though the
chairman of the Federal Reserve.
say s the economy has begun a
non inflationary recovery ''
The stock market retreatenl
across the board Tuesday The
I hiss JOIleS average of 30 industrials. which had inched up as
fraction Mooila tss sap a 47 percent surge since August. tumbled
by 21 96 points and chow,' at
1,11978
The fallback came as a key
Arab oil minister said o ham Cs
had dimmed that the 1H:wont:idiot.
of Petroleum Exporting Crown
tries could agree on a uniform
price cut to liVold a global prier
war 'A series of meetings by the
cartel's leaders yielded no signs of
o Continued(in Page 21

Nuclear freeze resolution now
heads for House consideration
By W.DALE NELSON
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON t API — House
Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill Jr. is
predicting a "very, very close"
vote next week on a nuclear
weapons freeze resolution, even
though a key panel approved the
measure overwhelmingly.
The House Foreign Affairs Committee endorsed a freeze resolution 274 Tuesday as opponents
and supporters rallied in gray,
drizzling weather outside, the
Meenwhile in Orlando, Fla.,
President Reagan urged
evangelical leaders to speak out
against backers of the freeze and
"those who would place the United
States in a position of military and
moral Inferiority."
At. Capitol Hill rally. the Rev.
Jerry Falwell, head of the Moral

The
Majority, predicted,
American people will have
repudiated the freeze-niks" by the
1904 elections.
Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, 1)Mass ,on the other hand, said it is
"voodoo arms control" for the administration to argue that an
arms buildup is needed as a
prelude to a meaningful agreement te curb DOClear missiles.
Capitol Police estimated that
between 4,000 and 6,000 people
heard Kennedy and others at the
pro-freeze rally, and between NO
and 700 freeze opponents attended
the Falwell counter demonstration.
Rep. Edward Markey, D-Mast,
a leading supporter of a freer,
said he expected the resolution to
be approved when it comes to a
vote in the House, poesibly nest
(Continued On Pagel)

Local Brownie Troop MU recently received N cameo of Girl Scout cookies. Ueda
COOICIF ARRIVAL
Knight, troop leader, left, and Vickie Holton, cookie chairman, right, unload the cease to prepare for
assiata in the unloading
deliveries. Holton's daughter, Tory, canter, who Is. Brownie of the le-criamber troop,
weekend
last
deliveries
began
which
the
of
share
her
and will be doing
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From Burma to Murray

Hong Kong Restaurant is family affair with Chinese flavor
By CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer
Montana to Indiana to Kentucky. That's a natural
enough progression for a restaurateur. But Burma
to Butte is another story.
It's the story of George Chu and family, owners of
the Hong Kong Restaurant at the Holiday Inn of
Murray They took over operation of the former
Peking Restaurant last October, having bought it
from the previous owners. And, remote as it is from
Burma, Murray has been to their liking, they have
found its hospitality and clean environment most
agreeable
-The people are very friendly," says ('bus wife
Angela The Chus are partner-owners with the
familpes of Chu's brothers-m-law. Edward Chan
and Yong Kuo Tam It's very much a family
business Chu is manager. Chan and Tam are head
cooks. and altogether seven of the Hong Kong's 15
employees are family members
Not too surprising when one considers how many
relatives Chu has throughout the country Eight of
his mother's 11 siblings are living in the U.S. and
Canada In fact, it was because he had a cousin in
Butte that Chu. his wife and their baby moved there
from Burma 12 years ago
Chu was a goldsmith in Burma but, feeling his unfamiliarity with English might be a hindrance in
that trade, he went to work in the kitchen of his
cousin's restaurant For the Chus, like countless
other Chinese families, the excellence of their
native cuisine gave them a foothold in the U.S. The
restaurant business. Chu explains, is easier for
Chinese immigrants to get started in than other professions
The snows of Montana were a considerable
hange from Burma, where the temperatures
seldom dropped below 70 degrees and ranged between 110 and 130 in the summer The ('hus adjusted,
though, and after seven years moved to Indianapolis, where (:eorge worked in another
restaurant

•
A FAMILY BUSINESS- The running of the Hong Kong Restaurant is a task shared by the three families
who bought the former Peking Restaurant in October. Manager George Chu (second from right) and his
brothers-in-law Yong Ku° Tarn and Edward Chan (ascend and third from left. respectively)own the business
In partnership. At left is Annie Chan, Edward's wife; to Chu's right is Y.C. Tam, Yong Ktio's father; and to
Chu's left la his wife Angela.
Staff photo by Charles Honey
Finally. after 12 years in a new country and the
advent of five children, the family was ready to go
into business for itself. Chu scouted more than 10
cities for their restaurant potential, driving from
town to town. checking out their newspapers and
making phone calls He wanted a place neither too

big nor too small. Murray fit that bill, had clean air,
and its people were nice.
The Chus and their relatives aren't sorry about
their choice, their children attend the local schools
and one will enroll at Murray State next fall. And
they have won some faithful customers

Chu feels the Hong Kong may be the only U.S.
restaurant offenng Burmese as well as Cantonese
and Mandarin dishes. Cantonese is the kind of
Chinese food traditionally served in the U.S.: Mandarin has been introduced in recent years, and
Burmese is only just beginning to be offered. Chu
says.
Mandarin food is hotter than Cantonese, and
Burmese hotter than'Mandarin. Many customers
have tried the Burmese dishes and like them, he
adds.
The Hong Kong menu includes many American
meals also. Yong Keo Tam is in chew of preparing
the American dishes and Edward Chan the Chinese
ones. On a recent morning Chan was stirring up a
big batch of sweet-and-sour sauce in a wok about a
yard wide. The wok, a kind of large concave frying
pan, is heated to a high temperature and used to
cook quickly both vegetables and meat. Smaller
woks are used for Mandarin dishes.
Most ingredients are cooked when the order is
received, and knowledge of all the ingredients and
spices of the many dishes is essential for the
Chinese cook, Chu says.
"It's all in their mind," Chu says of his cooks'
"recipes." "That's why you need the experience."
In addition to their experience in restaurants, both
Tam and Chan had a background of cooking at their
homes in Burma and enjoy their work in the kitchen.
Chu emphasizes the restaurant will cook any
American or Chinese dish and will cater to any kind
of social affair.
Chinese food has really caught on in the U.S.
within the last 30 years or so, and more Chinese
restaurants are springing up all the time, Chu says.
The Hong Kong has caught on with at least some
faithful patrons in Murray. A group of 48 teachers
and professors celebrated New Year's Eve there.
The Hong Kong, located on South 12th Street, is
open all days of the week from 6 a.m. till 10 p.m.(11
p.m. 1'ridaysl, serving breakfast, lunch and dinner.

Banking firm files for reorganization
By TOM ER LEN
Associated Press Writer
KNoXVII.I.E, Tenn
API
Southern Industrial Banking
Corp hit with $77 million in
withdrawals in less than a month.
will • file today for reorganization
under federal bankruptcy laws.
Chairman
Butcher Jr ,says.
A Chapter 11 petition will be filed in
S Bankrupto Court at
Knoxville txgore noon EST, company spokesman Mike Butler said
Tuesday

The petition will ask the court to
protect the state-chartered Joan
and thrift company from creditors
until it can reorganize its
finances. Butler said
The 54-year-old company's 7.000
investors, whose money isn't insured!'weren't able to withdraw
their funds Tuesday Butler said
he didn't know when the company
would again allow customers to
redeeni certificates
In a prepared statement, Butcher blamed the huge

Juveniles charged with arson
110PKINSVII.I.E. Ky. APi
Iwo Hopkinsville boys have been
harged with arson in the
weekend fire that destroyed the
r W Young & Co burley tobacco
warehouse here
Christian County Police Chief
Robby Cook said the boys, ages 12
and 11, were arrested Monday,
two days after the fire
Both boys went before juvenile
authorities Tuesday
The younger boy was charged
with third-degree arson, which
refers to a fire in an unoccupied
Cook said
The older ixiy was charged with
third•degree arson in the
warehouse fire and with attempted 'first-degree arson stemming

City school board
to meet Thursday
The Murray Independent School
Board will meet at 7 p in Thursday to consider several items
The agenda is to include curriculum 'adjustments and graduation requirements, science textbook adoption, utility tax litigation, elementary staff report. correspondentv. extended employment and Title IX grievance procedures

County school board
to discuss items
The Calloway County School
Board will meet at 630 p m
Thursday to discuss several matters
Included in the agenda are summer school program, emergency
days facility and -vebicle requests, computer service contract, and personnel

from a separate incident Saturday, Cook said First degree arson
refers to a fire in an iiccupied
building or one thought to be occupied, he said
Authorities originally thought
the fire might have been sparked
by a lightning strike However,
police later said it apparently was
set with matches scattered about
the weighing room of the 30.000square-foot brick, metal and wood
structure.
Firefighters were at the scene
for more than four hours Saturday
and had to return about 6 p.m
Sunday to extinguish some spot
fires that had re-ignited
Tommy Young, 45. the
warehouse owner, said Monday
that he did not know if the structure would be rebuilt He
estimated it would cost between
8200.000 and $300,000 to replace the
warehouse, which did not contain
any tobacco

Council to consider
several ordinances
Several items are to be considered by the Murray City Council at its 7.30 p m Thursday
meeting
The agenda is to include the annual budget of the Murray (7alloway Economic Development
Corp., second reading of an ordiruince authorizing the city to
enter a franchise agreement with
American Television and Communications Corp. for cable
television renewal,first reading of
an anti-mask ordinance, first
reading of an ordinance for a
three-way stop at the intersection
of Irvin and Vine Streets, and
recommendations from the mayor
and public works committee.

'Radio Hour'
coming to Murray
•• n MA. ".• •

•••

ED11011/1 NOTE - The following is a critic's review of "Tbe
INO's Radio Hoar,- the fourth concert 'powered by the Murray
Chic Meek Association. The performance will be at II p.m. Widnesday.limb 10.
-The HMO's Radio Hour' is winning - and winning in a legitimate
way. The music seems to be splitting figure eights into space as
though the notes of the scale had been tossed into a blender and whipped into creamy consistency that could be used to fill pies. The footwork Is as giddily cheerful as the vocalizing which has zest, sympathy and dowright cosiness."
- Walter Kerr, New York Times

4
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withdrawals on last month's
failure of his brother's United
American Bank of Knoxville.
Tom Hanun, assistant commissioner in the state Insurance
Department's loan division. said.
"There would have been no reason
to suspect that it would happen
had it not been for UAB's failure."
Hamm said that since UABKnoxville's failure, Southern Industrial's assets have fallen from
almost $79 million to about 652
million.
Hamm said Southern Industrial's troubles amount to a big
cash-flow problem.
''The company is unable to meet
its debts as they come due," he
said "How can you pay. shortterm certificates with 10-year
loans'"
Southern Industrial's
withdrawals were probably triggered by the company's inability
to pay off some investor certificates that came due immediately after the bank failed,

Butler said
UAB-Knoxville, which was controlled by millionaire-politican
Jake Butcher, was declared insolvent Feb. 11 in the nation's thirdlargest commercial bank failure
sine! 1933.
Government regulators said
they closed the bank because of
loan losses estimated at $142
Butler said Southern Industrial
had a large line of credit with
UAB-Knoxville. When the bank
failed, it took several days to
make new arrangements with
First Tennessee National Corp., a
Memphis-based holding company
which took over the bank
Southern Industrial's
reorganization petition comes less
than a month after Butcher announced an infusion of $20 million
in new capital. Butcher invested
$5 million of his own money in the
company and sold $15 million
worth of its loans to two other
banks

Benefit refunding predicted
WASHINGTON i API
Speaker Thomas P_ O'Neill Jr
said "there's no question" that the
House late today will appprove a
6165.3 billion plan to refinance
Social Security.
The full House was voting today
on the bipartisan package that includes payroll tax hikes, a curb on
benefits, a levy on retirees
benefits and mandatory coverage
for new federal employees.
"I think that there's no question
the votes are there, unless it
unravels in some unexpected
way," O'Neill told reporters.
The House took up the legislation this morning, but eight hours
were alloted for debate and a final
vote was not anticipated before

tonight The tightest battle was
expected over a move to raise the
retirement age from 65 to 67.
O'Neill, 70, also repeated that he
personally opposes raising the
retirement age.
Republicans sought to rally support for raising the retirement
age, issuing a statement saying
"while the bill before us is not
perfect, the House Republican
Policy Cornnunittee nevertheless
ioins with President Reagan in
urging House Republicans to support" the legislation with inclusion of a higher retirement age.
Reagan, 72. previously has
backed .the idea of raising the
retirement age to reflect increased longevity

Economy...
(Continued From Page 1)
ctompromise.
United Arab Emirates oil chief
Mane Sated ()tribe said the
ministers would try again today.
but he rated the chances of success at no better than 5040.
It was concern over lower oil
prices - and higher interest rates
- that triggered the stock market
slide, market analysts said.
Federal Reserve Chairman
Paul A. Volcker, meanwhile,
testified before the House Budget
Committee, saying the enomomy
appears to be embarking on "a
longer-lasting, non-inflationary
recovery."
Volcker cautioned that Congress must make further cuts in
federal spending for the upturn to
continue
For the first time in months,
Volcker indicated concen with
the rapid growth of the nation's
basic money supply, known as M1
and reprelkoiting funds readily
available for spending.
Volcker said MI has been 'lieing higher than compatible" with
progress in containing inflation.
On another subject. he was asked whether Congress should rescind the 10 percent tax reduction
which takes hold in July.

-I can think of better ways to
raise revenue," he said, in part
because "people sort of expect"
the tax cut to take effect this year.
Later, however, he conceded that
if the tax cut were not already in
the law, he would not urge its
adoption in 1963.
In other developments Tuesday:
• International Telephone &
Telegraph Corp. reported a 10 percent increase in fourth-quarter
1912 earnings over the same
period last year, despite an 11 percent drop in revenues. For the
year, ITT said its profits rose 3.8
percent to $703 million from $1177
million. Sales fell 5.0 percent to
$21.9 billion from $23.2 billion.
•.Occidental Petroleum Corp. announced it has signed an agreement with Chins to develop a coal
mine In Shanxi Province The project calls for development of the
Pingshuo open-cut mine, which
has reserves estimated at 1.4
billion tons of low-sulphur coat.
• International Business Machines
Corp. unveiled an expanded version of its popular Personal Computer system. IBM also announced price reductions of up to 15.5
percent on some of Its other
systems.

CANDIDATE SPEAKS- Harvey Sloane, mayor of Louisville and
candidate for the Democratic nomination for governor, told the Murray State University Faculty Senate Tuesday that his top priority
will be education. Sloane said be will attempt to get additional funding for higher education because be feels education and economic
growth are related issues. In focusing on education, Sloane said,
students and workers need to be trained and retrained for the changing job market. We can't separate jobs and education. We need to
work together to deal with the changing economy," he added. Sloane
made several other stops through Murray Tuesday. Looking on is
Senate President Wayne Bell.

Reagan aids anti-freeze backers
WASHINGTON (API - President Reagan, saying a nuclear
weapons freeze now would be a
fraud, is campaigning against the
proposal by drawing attention to
the Soviet Union's "enormous and
unparalleled military buildup."
The president traveled to
Florida Tuesday where he asked
church leaders to spread his antifreeze message from their pulpits
and support "peace through
strength."
Also on Tuesday, the House
Foreign Affairs Committee approved a resolution calling for a
"mutual and verifiable freeze" of
U.S. and Soviet arsenals, as supporters and opponents staged
rallies on the Capitol steps.
Today, the administration is
making public a 107-page, glossy
booklet updating a two-year-old
report on Soviet military strength.
Larry Speakes, the chief deputy
White House press secretary, said
the speech and the booklet were
part of the administration's effort

Freeze...

to publicize the Soviet's military
growth.
The administration hopes that
"once the American people
understand the threat," they will
be more amenable to the president's efforts to increase U.S.
military spending by 10 percent
and negotiate an arms reduction
agreement before freezing
weapons strength.Speakes said.
Proponents of a freeze advocate
holding weaponry at current
levels and then moving to talks
aimed at reductions.
The president used a speech' to
the 41st annual convention of the
National Association of
Evangelicals in Orlando, Fla., to
answer the pro-nuclear freeze
groups.
"The truth is that a freeze now
would be a very dangerous fraud,
for that is merely the illusion of
peace," he said in remarks added
to his prepared text. "The reality
is that we Must find peace through
strength."

(Continued From Page 1)
Tuesday.
however, said, "The resolution by
O'Neill, D-Mass , made the definition rejects START and says
"very, very close" assessment in 'stop.' I suggest this is politics, not
a meeting with reporters
policy."
Randall Forsberg, a leader of
The resolution calls upon the adthe Nuclear Weapons Freeze
ministration to use the START
Campaign, told a meeting of sup- talks for the purposes of "pursuporters earlier this week that the ing a complete halt to the nuclear
resolution is expected to fall short arms race" and "deciding when
by 10 votes or less in the and how to achieve a mutual
Republican-controlled Senate.
verifiable freeze on testing, proRep. Clement Zablocki, D-Wis., duction and further deployment of
chairman of Foreign Affairs, said
nuclear warheads, missiles and
the resolution was "the best way; other delivery systems."
of achieving progress at the
Tuesday's vote was little difSTART negotiations" - the
ferent from one last year in which
Strategic Arms Reduction Talks the committee approved a similar
being negotiated in Geneva.
resolution 21-11. That measure fail"This is not an exercise in con- ed on the floor, 204-302, on Aug 5.
gressional boot-rocking or meddlMarkey maintains enough
ing in the affairs of the executive
freeze supporters were elected in
branch," Zablocki said.
November to Put the measure
Rep Henry J. Hyde, R-Ill.,
over in the House.
Si
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Better late ...
than never
What's to say now, three decades later, about a
time when the world was at war and the United
States carted 120.000 loyal citizens off to "relocation" camps' In a recently issued 476-page report.
the congressional Commission on Wartime Relocation and Internment of Civilians extended what
amounted to a apology to Japanese-Americans who
suffered the needless disgrace and deprivation of
being removed from their West Coast homes and interned in desolate camps. But it also officially leveled blame for the injustice.
It found that American citizens of Japanese
lineage were interned not because of any
documented sabotage or espionage, but because of
a combination of "race prejudice, war hysteria and
a failure of political leadership." especially on the
part of President Franklin D. Roosevelt, who failed
to release the internees for 20 months after the Army said confining them was unnecessary.
If found that the press helped fan hysteria and
that there was widespread ignorance of the
lifestyles and loyalties of Japanese-Americans.
despite the fact that even the oft-maligned J. Edgar
Hoover, direitOr of the FBI. concluded they were no
threat.
. .
Much that was in the commission's report has
been disclosed before -- and some of It as long ago
as the late 1940s. It is a shame that it has taken so
long for the nation to confront this blot on its
history. But as the commission continues its work
- it is expected to endorse a fomula for financial
compensation to victims this spring - - it is worth
pondering its findings.
As this nation saw all too plainly during the dustup over the Iranian hostage-taking, disagreements
between governments still have a habit of descending on the back of innocents - abroad and at
home. The real enemies continue to be cynical
political leaders and the cultural isolation of
unenlightened publics. Those are lessons worth
retelling, belated though they may seem.

Exclusionary rule
should aid
law enforcement
The Supreme Court in Washington recently heard
arguments on one of the most controversial principles of criminal law, the so-called exclusionary
rule.
The rule was first set forth F'eb. 24. 1914. when the
Supreme Court allowed a defendant whose rights
had been violated by law enforcement officers to
demand the exclusion of any evidence thereby obtained from the prosection's case against him in
federal court.
In 1961, the Supreme Court, then headed by Chief
Justice Earl Warren, extended the rule's reach to
persons on trial in state courts.
There has followed a long series of cases defining
the rights to be protected - the right to be free from
arbitrary search or arrest, the right to remain
silent in the face of police interrogation, the right to
have the services of a lawyer.
Whenever a case is thrown out of court because of
some new legal interpretation of defendants' rights.
a criminal may go free, often despite overwhelming
evidence of his guilt, always to the great chagrin of
Law enforcement authorities.
The effect of the exclusioruir rule is unfortunate in
that, as Justice Benjamin Cardozo put it, the
criminal goes free because the constable has
blundered.
But it is also true, as Justice Louis Brandeis said,
that is government becomes a lawbreaker, it
breeds contempt for the law. And, so far, society
has found no way to solve the problem of police
misconduct except by suppression of truth in the
search for truth.
The exclusionary rule is not cost-effective but it
should stand until it can be shown that the problem
of police misconduct can be effectively handled and
our Bill of Rights can be enforced by other means.
The current case involves a plea by the state.of Illinois say was improperly issued. If this exclusion is
to be disallowed, how else, we ask, can we prevent
magistrates in the future from issuing search warrants on inefficient grounds?
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You can at
NEW YORK. i AP,
ford a far grander home than you think you can, said Donald Mo%. an
architect, to Paul Hunziger, a programming-manager at International
Business Machines
Hunziger accepted the challenge
In mid-December. on a suburban
Mount Pleasant hilltop with a izie% of
the Empire State Building 40 miles
south, he broke ground for a customdesigned four-bedroom, two-bath
house
Acting as general contractor with

by john cunniff
Mos as adviser-mspectur. he plans
to have the house completed and the
lawn seeded or sodded by May 1 lie
is so confident he will do so that he
has already sold his present horne
Hunnger estimates the 2 404)square-foot house AM have cost rum
less than $50 a foot, conquered watt
41uotes of $60 to $70 a foot from contractors Based on those-figure... hr
stands to save $25.1X) to more than
140.006
Ile says there are other pay offs tn.
on
lie didn't have to ac. ept

tractors Liessgri _1 tit• house plans
were mislified to fa his specifi•
whims and desores
the say mgs allowed hut,
-atbstitute hisher quality items
111..re
Inas,41,4
and expensi%e
sky lieta be% vied . :sta r
I'd etas.
either sots of the front
door oak ti".'fridrails rather than pine
NothinSa ith atu h he 1, unfamiliar went into tts- tiotiss
knows alas e ery pipe .111d air.' i.
and III the. ground .•iit.i.te the
house lie .h..111.1
.;raered ea. h

used its instal:at:0i,
itegn and
liunziger bought the lot four y car
ago for about $45.(0o The house. , ..st
.111, 1 11. ,%%
less than $1211.001)
believe It 1101A kV.

1235,000
He. worked for the sa%ings ra
lunch hour he dr.., e• up from
White Plains jot in ls inmutes
species' the jot; and onferred a it'
etattractors. :tn.1 then rased hark ?the office. 'semis on the wa‘ froin
hag lunch lie net. el al low cd noi Ss
t to interfere o
to allow the
his IBM jot)
Iii Iii.'

.. tu. 4 onto. t4.41 sip
e',61111tIt',

onuactors res ornmena.
la1111,
to. Nioss or .tiu'is, *Mkt
sonstr U bort Ile ossd
1,4411 Stdii',V
Slow 's Horne 1'01),(1- m -torn Mamas..
merit Ntanual" and his..
Minaerment s% steii. a s, hentat:
Mid Iii
arawirie t 11A

idlers anti

Velell 11.11,411P (lute 1.10•IIII`flt

1 . otrl-ts
It /A. orth the effort
have. afforded this hos,- on% ots.
way S' sai.1 Ilminel:r Ile- . horns Is
tliiVe flee `11/CI 1.11 bl111,1111i. t.Ill'Ilt
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work. other than ,seergiii

looking back
l'en ), ears ago
The Murray lioani ot r lu itrin
apteroves1 the pun these st a !lois, ar.•1
hit to enlarge the pia%
facilities of Carter 1-'1.-insritai
s, h air:
School, accordim; to
suiserintesident ..f Slur i,iy . it'.
Schools
Deaths reported
['errs. Pal•estki
A public hearing on 1..111111e Ileitti•cii
N1:110 :11141 Poplar

"IF THE 19811 PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION WERE HELD 'TODAY...WHO WOULD YOU
BE'THINKING ABOUT VOTING FOR IN 1988

inside report
WASHINGTON • The nudge that
may push Sen Dale Bumpers of
Arkansas into 1Jertiot•ratic presidential competition as a formidable new
oo.Abeilenger came froro.front-runnea.
Walter
F. Mondale • burning his
bndges with Jimmy Carter
A Feb 25 article by Boston Globe
reporters Thomas Oliphant and Curtis Wilkie, based on an interview with
Mondale, shows the former vice
president revealing hither to private
criticism of-a surprising variety of
Carter administration policies that
he publicly embraced at the time
That left a trail of smoldering
Carterites 'from Washington to
Plains, Ga. Normally self-controlled
pollster Patrick Cackle!l filmed over
Mondale's description of Caddell's
1979 political analysis of national
"malaise" as'• crazy "
Caddell was present two days later
at a secret session at Bumpers' home
in suburban Bethesda, Md If Caddell
was subjectively enraged by Mondale's bridge-burning, Bumpers was
objectively disturbed. .Under. discussion were Mondale's disclosures cutting his linkage with a series of
Carter decisions the 1979 Cabinet
purge; Paul Volcker's appointment
to the Federal Reserve Board and
subsequent tight-money policy; the
anti-Soviet grain embargo, the MX
missile "racetrack" basing systeni,
sale of F-15 fighters of Aaudi Arabia,
and even Carter's early 1980 campaign strategy of seclusion in the
White House
Although Caddell was disturbed by
the ethical implications. Bumpers'
concerns were political. Many of
Mondale's backtracks from Carter
days clearly pleased such singleinterest groups with Democratic
Party influence as the farm lobby,
the peace lobby and the Israeli lobby
Bumpers wondered whether a campaign stitching together those
special-interest concerns really
could beat Ronald Reagan in an
upscale economy.
It is just such concern over Mondale, seemingly running away with
the nomination, that has produced
late-blooming. intecest in Bumpers, a
moderately liberal Southerner
i lifetime ADA rating. 67 percent
with independent character traits.
Bumpers-watchers conspicuously include admirers of Sen. Edward M.
Kennedy and other liberals not yet
bowled over by Stn. Gary Hart, fancied as a Kennedy heir presumptive.
Present at the Bumpers house
were William Carrick, the South
Carolina political pro who had been
slated for a key rok in the aborted
Kennedy campaign, and political
newsletter publisher Man Baron,
former liberal Democratic activist
who has beaa informally" idviaing
Bumpers.
The most important, political
operative there might have been the
esteemed David Desk,ones expected
to work In the Mondale canwaign.

by roland evans and robert novak
hits presence reflects how Bumpers
attracts important party workers
Doak entered his first conferen.
with Bumpers Several weeks :les.
-prepared to try to talk him out of rainhe left deeply impressed with
the senator Ile has turned down hi.Is
from Hart and Sell John I;login and is
ready, if asked, to go to work for
Bumpers
SeC111.1 ill-equmped to orchestrate the I hgnocratic ista lanai
He is certifiably independent a
Southerner who voted against taking
busing jurisdiction front the federal
courts and . a liberal who voted
against extending the ERA ratifica
lion deadline On Israel. he is far less
favorable toward the Begin government than Mondale, and might find
himself in the same troube among
Jew ish leaders experienced by
Glenn But that is what the
Democrats gathered at his home find
so admirable.
What worries them is whether he
has sufficient fire in his belly At theSunday meeting, a story attested to
be true told about a that between
Jimmy Carter anti George'
MeGovern Carter told Mee;overn
that his 1980 eles•tion defeat still hurt
arid asked Mei;overn whether he had

gotten oyer 1972 yes. was the rrply.
but it took a lung time In contrast, it •
Was recalled that Rep Morns Udall
siiiight ttat.e. woo the 19:e; Wisconsin
primers and
rinceivattls the
nuftittliftlt.n. hail tie born willing to
mortgage his home bit campaign
funds he. was riot
Bumpers rests oldest that he was
somewhere. in between Ii,it MI
Carter and M.'4 o'. ern, not so cool as
Cdall Most of the politicans left
Bumpers feeling that he %tool runs
but eliii.-ssfy-%•s insider was skepto al
the lack Id Carteri Niet ;overt' fires he
thought. made it improbable that the.
s7 year-old former governor would
subject himself to an abusive
presidential run.
Whoe. er is right. Fritz 3denniale•
has heated an intensity of oppetsition
not ceinsitlered likely before tits I Aube
intervrew "It's wonderful to know
such a standup guy ." I %Odell wrote.
of Mondale in notes sera to three
Georgians no longer in Washington
Jimmy Carter, Itosahrin Carter iend
flarnilton Jordan lb it foretells a
thorn a riit'•torartibles path to the
neimmatiem for %Hudak particularls•
if Dale Bumpers challenges turn with
the new advisers who gathered with
him Sunday

ducted to the Niurray city Coon. a
Sarah Sams, flutist. seat; Gary
Belcher as accompanist ot ill t
Murr.o. %Somali's e Sob .0
district contest at Ballard %terror Lel
Iligh School on Nian ti 10
John F.1 St tot, Callow .es I;m u t,.
kading tree planter ha, plantsa
220,000 tree seedlings on land sus s
1960, ac. ording ti. the Kenos is, re.,
FilreSt

ut'
• Calloway high lost Ho ku ian
Is,. in First Itresonal Iligh S. hool
Basketball rourriament
1114.1;
scorers wcre James Wells for
Calloway aria Felts for lit, kusen
Twenty year-sago
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Bernard i' Moses ...holm -slat-or
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and MI s 1mmr (Iy Itirdsone
Flue' Beale spoke about 'How '1..
Plant ana Raise Flowers" at itseetine
of ihdta I hpartment
NII111.1%
'Club He was introduced to.
Miss IS vets n Linn
Mrs Frank Steely, dir led the
mission study at the home of lAtie
Mann and Donato Circle's of First
Baptist WISIS at the. tissue .•1 Mm
I .nUIS Kerlick
Thnly years ago
Was trio [lay burn. head usuitsul
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today in history
By The Associated 'res.
,
'
Today is Wednesday, March 9. the
68th day of 1963 There are 297 days
left in the year
Today's Highlight in Ihstors
On March 9. 1862, the first battle
between ironclad ships was fought
during the Civil War as the Monitor
and the Merrumic clashed off the
coast of Hampton Roads. Va
On this date.
In 1661, Louis XIV began his personal rule of France when his regent.

thoughts
in season
by Ken Wolf
The terror, tragedy, and frustration of the Vietnam war are. all captured in these few lines from the song
"Goodnight Saigon," written and
sung by Billy Joel i1981 .
Remember .Charlie,
Remember Baker They left
their childhood on every acre.
And who was wrong' And who
was right? It didn't matter in
the thick of the fight.
Plans currently are underway for a
second printing, of Ken Wolf's
**Thoughts in Season." a paperback
collection of the author's coltinuts
which halve appears.'" in the Murray
Ledgerit Mmes. There Within% to be 350 requests for the book to warrant a second printing. Those wanting to order the book, at0per copy
for advance orders, should contact
Susan Hart at 7113-1474-

It

at Owensboro March 16 and 17 Goi
don Crouch, head escort. also will les
Cardinal Mazann, died .
In 1796, Napoleon Bonaparte marnee! Josephine
And, in 1970, the. Cruted State's
declined to recognize the new whiteruled republic of Hissiesta
Ten years ago It was announced
that CIA agent John Downes. held
prisoner by the Chinese for more'
than 20 years. would be released
Five years ago Striking coal
miners went back to work under a
Taft-Hartley court injunction
One year ago • The Reagan Atb
nnmstration made public aerial
reconnaissance photographs it said
proved Nicaragua was building the
largest military force in Central
America.swithlhesbelpsof Cuba and
the Soviet Union
WRITE A LETTER
Letters
to the editor are welconied and encouraged All letters miss( be signed by the writer and the. writer's
address and phone number must
be included for verification The
phone number will not be published
Letters should be typewritten
and double-spaced if possible and
should be on topics of general interest
Editors reserve the right to condeistic or reject any letter anti
limit Renuent writers
Address correspondence to
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Boa 1040, Murray, Ky.

at listeriNtwri)

Neville Preston Perry has been ap
pointed acting jeostmaster at Hazel
Delinquent tax bills for 1952 ale
publastied by Wayne Flora. sheriff lif
Calloway 'minty
• The Girl Scouts of Murray will
celebrate the. anniversary,. forrio•i
March 12, 1912. by Juliette. Gordon
Lowe. accorehng to Mrs If S
Ferguson. commissioner. and Sar •
Gingles Wallis, Juliette Lowe u 11.11I
mien, of Murray (;irl Scouts
Sharpe beat Nest Concord for ths
championship of the Fourth Destro
High School Basketball 'return:omega
High scorers were C II Dumgan
Sharpe and Warren Stubblefield for
New- Concord

- OLP
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Patient census at local hospital listed
Census at Murray Calloway. County
Hospital for laturday
March 5. was 154 adults
aod 12 in nursery
Newborn admissions
Nert. as follows
l'ai.iela Day is and
baby 1 irl, tics 491,
Gleason lent'
Mani. Shc••ks and baby
boy 1 JP;('ollege Courts
1 ma Smith acil thib%
boy lit 8
ihstnissals wcrc as
fob co4.
V11

1'.',1•1)11 1(141S, /(1

K .1111 ks Itt
SI,- Bat i•ara .1 l'otts
Nliss
Itt I. Kirkscy
1 mono I.: hal. A-8 Fox
ml.,,,,tows, Mr •
y oma
k. Itt
‘1•0
••
May is I
s
S. ta•..01cr In I Almo
Mrs Nat, •. .1 Cla% ton
St' .0 t I Alit 14V.4%-41-

Barbara A litaine lit 6.
May field
Edlry B Nance, Fit I.
I• artningtoli Fonta
lit 2, Puryear. Tenn.,
Mrs Eloise 51 Sykes.
1606 Locust 14 Caly an
Wilson Itt 2, Hatel Sirs
I -aura .1 (:allow ay I 1,ng
1 run Carr 1. tat Alurra
C 1 1 0 V. s. ( .1 111 !.

County
Hospital for Sunday.
Mart h 6 was 162 adults
AtI4114 114 nursrry
No newborn adiniasions
were listed
Dismissals were as
folio%
Vance, 1605
Niagnoliii. Sirs Shirley
S%kes, lit 1. Dover,
(4
Mat .
110•1411.11
F:du aril Mason
*I ••rin
hardson ,'pr.1 44•••• Sliroat 600 Meadow
South Eliditt, St
I art.' Mrs Minnie I.
Si s itt Hazel Stanley C
Halc. In 2 Vliss
Si lf .1
.t(
1.11,.11(11 Alf.) MOP. Mrs
(..1110NE)

Sh.1011

Kathy Jo Smith and baby
girl, 1503 Clay shire.
Mrs
Sonia D
Thomason. 901 Sunny
lane. Mrs Virgie M
Thomas. 307 Fourth St
Fulton: Mrs Elizabeth C
Pu(kett. ()ester
Mrs
Eva E
Ett 2,
Hazel. Claudia Wayne
Cook, 906 Pogue. Kenton
E Mohr expired • Rt 8

Top records
announced
Best-selling countrywestern records of the
week based on Cashbox
magazine's nationwide
survey were as follows
1 "last Thing I Needed
First Thing This Morning," Willie Nelson
2 "If Hollywood Don't
Need You." Don Williams
3 -I Wouldn't Change
You If I Could," Ricky
Skaggs
4 "The Rose," Conway
Twiny
5 "Why Baby Why,"
Charley hide
6 "Everything's
Beautiful," Parton &
Nelson
7 "Dixieland Delight,"
Alabama
8 "Swingin'," John
Anderson
q. "Shine On." George
Jones
10. "When I'm Away
From You," The Bellamy
Brothers

Chamber singer featured

The Calloway County allow readers to become
High School Chantber acquainted-with the local
Singers, under the direc- representatives to Viention of Lavaughn it na
Wefts, have been selected
as one of 10 choirs to
represent the United
11...04 .11'1 Sto•••I‘
States of America at the
12th Annual International
.1,104, 1(1 I, Mrs 144.•41Youth and Music Festival
1.4 I Smith itt
in Vienna, Austria, in Ju'I IIIll
rS
V4'1(11.1
ly 1983.
Baker 14t 1 1-farthrtThe Murray Ledger &
Tammy Elaine Jones,
Vi•111.)11 (I Kik. I . 1(1I.
16, is the daughter of
latdin
Clarence and Vehe Jones
Airs oto• I.. Clicstcr
Active in school acIn '4, Benton Nil Carol
tivities, Miss Jones is a
A Delk 408 W Wood
member of Pep Club and
Kit
l'aris .1
FF'A. She attended the
irina A fiar-.-ai.el 1415
FBLA Free Enterprise
Poplar
Nit, 1
S
•
I 500
Fair at Western Ken.Si
CI
tucky University, Bowlhit I
Sirs
ing (:reen
Ni.o.,arct 1 111.11p 711
5111!'! ceshor.,
She attends the Bethel
Spcn. cr
,,
Chapel Church where she
Ciiti
1(.41 11.111 1 11.4144.4,
sings in the choir
(In' N111411. NI
Sti k claw,
Miss Jones has been a
vrin
member of the Chamber
Mrs Icis i
Me.ord
Singers for two years and
and bah,. .'ii
In I
Current Best Sellers for
lila, 511 N
has participated in Conweek
of March 6 have
cert Choir and Freshman
Ni• Itflhi I.
I 'tiklcsb.ly
been released by'Time
h.110,,
Noi tit
•
A soprano, Miss Jones magazine as follows
Sirs "I ert",:i
Ith st
Tammy F,lainr Jones
FICTION
has received superior _.-hull VI01
14.114
1. "Space,",James A
Tunes is featuring an ratings at Kentucky
140'. • lit
1 I 411(44•1(‘0.1114.
Michener
sketch
autobiographical
Music
Education
N1 1{1007. In
2. -2010. Odyssey
2 I- tank
Kt azi• b lit abfiut each ineant)er of Association Solo and
Two,"
Arthur(' Clarke
to
Singers
Chamber
the
III
Ensemble
Contest
2
csden I rim Sir
3. "Master of the
Game,"Sidney Sheldon
mr•
4 ''Mistral's
AKA.
,r
Daughter,"- Judith
Krantz
We've Moved To The
5. "The Valley of
Court Square And Were Having our
Horses," Jean M. Auel
6. "The Delta Star,"Joseph Wambaugh
7 -The Winds of War,"
Herman Wouk
8 - Foundation's
Edge," Isaac Asimov
9 "Floating Dragon,"
Peter Straub
10 ''The E.T.
Storybook," William
K otz winkle
NON-FICTION
1. "Jane Fonda's
Workout Book"
2. "In Search of Excellence," Peters &
Waterman
"Megatrends," John
NaLsbitt
4. "The One-Minute
Manager," Blanctutrd &
Johnson
5. "Living, Loving and.
Learning," Leo
Buscaglia
On The Court Savors
6. "Mary Ellen's Help
Murray
•••
753-0159 Yourself Diet Plan."
-Mary Ellen ['inkhorn
7 . "The Secret
Kingdom," Pat Robertson
8. "And More by Andy
Rooney," Andrew A.
Rooney
9. "How to Make Love
to Each Other," Alexandra Penney
10. "Jane Fonda's
WorkOut book for
Pregnancy, Birth and
Recovery"
i Courtesy of Time, the
weekly newsmagazine)

Books listed

0

‘.'

Sunday March 13th
From 1-4 P.M.

Come Celebrate With Us
Refreshments Will Be Served

20

% OFF STOREWIDE

Itte Wild

The Singer Spring Sale.
We'll give you a free
cabinet with a
terrific deal on top.

Come in and get our best price
on this beautiful sewing machine, plus get the handsome.
durable Sheridan console cabinet. 'beautify free It makes
sewing eaglet and Is• perfect
home for your new Singer sewing machine Of, apply the cabi•
net s value towards the price of
one of our other fine sewing
cabinets Mel all, it's up to you.

Fre•-Arm
Machine Model 5525

NOW $9g0
7
ONLY AB ••.

One, elective February 27
eo Match 26 1963
•••••41

oloPfill VI i.) IS
fil.PLY.A.Pe

6/0101.N.

atm IP

SINGER
910.00uCTS
•A fvellefluA of Tio efror Cover.

Murray Sewing Center
9-6 Ivory D. keep Way 94
11•1 AM

ewe,

ha* 14

rss•ssu

Rairwy
that the governor's mansion will
be open to the public since its
restoration. Dinner will be served
at Talbott Tavern in Bardstown.
The cost of the trip will be 8130
restoration projects in Louisville for double accommodations at the
Seelbach and 9150 for single.
and central Kentucky.
The tour group will be staying at Reservations can be made by conthe restored Seelback Hotel in tacting the Paducah Art Guild.
downtown Louisville. The hotel is 442-2453. Deadline for registration
convenient to downtown shopping, is March 25,
The Friends of the Art Guild
including the Galleria. Afternoon
visits will be made to the would love for some Murray folks
Louisville Art Center Association to go with them
• •.
at the Water Tower and Bakery
Ed Cooper recently wrote a colSquare in Butchertown. Information will be provided on scheduled umn entitled "Obit Overly Dicta"
for Madison Avenue publication.
cultural events that evening.
On the morning of Saturday, Some of his one liners will simply
April 16. the tour will visit take your breath away - - such as
Shelbyville and antique shops
It doesn't matter whether you
there, including WakfieldScearce Gallienes. Lunch will be win or lose - until you lose. If you
can't win don't play
served at Science Hill Inn.
Don't mess with people who do
The highlight of the trip will be a
tour of the newly restored Ken- crossword puzzles in ink.
Never discuss politics with
tucky governor's mansion in
Frankfort. The restoration of this anyone who has laces in his shoes
1914 Beaux-Arts landmark was and cuffs on his pants.
Anything is possible if someone
headed by first lady . Phyllis
George Brown. The rooms of the else has to do it.
Nothing ever tastes as good as it
mansion will be decorated by 12
Kentucky interior designers, in- smells.
Last, but not least, never argue
cluding Tom Marshall of
with anyone who still uses a founPaducah.
The tour will be on the first day tain pen
by Rainey Appresea

Relax, Racer fans, when
Aileene Greene, Coach Ron
Greene's wife,says she is "feeling
pretty good" about an upcoming
Racer basketball game, it turns
into• win. I chatted with Aileene
last night about her predicition for
the OVC tournament this weekend at Racer Arena, and she says
she Is "feeling pretty good" about
winning the title. She did
laughingly say she didn't know
whether part of that "feeling pretty good" came from her deep feelings of wanting to win Aileene's
predictions about the fate of the
team's win and loss column have
been right on target so far - let's
hope she continues to be RIGHT!
• • •
When Jane Bnght and Marian
Widener of Paducah plan a trip,
you can be sure it is going to be the
best, because these two women
usually know just what most of us
would like to see. Jane and Marian
have made plans for The Friends
of the Paducah Art Guild to sponsor a Kentucky governor's mansion bus tour on April 15-16. The
tour will feature visits to recent

Timber consultant promotes walnuts
WINCHESTER, Ky
AP)
Pete ,Kovalic
would like to add walnut
trees to the list of Kentucky's other famous products which include bourbon, coal and tobacco.'
''Walnut goes with
bluegrass,'' said
Kovalic,, who has been
trying for 15 years to get
people to take - care of
their fine hardwood trees
red and white oak as
well as walnut.
Kovalic, a member of
the U.S Forest Service
for 26 years and now a
timber consultant, said
too many landowners
"don't realize what
they've got" in the
isolated stands of trees on
their property.
He said that central
Kentucky's rich
farmland is one of the two
best areas in the nation
for growing American

Black Walnut trees.
They grow wild all over
Clark County, he continued, and for the most
part they are at best igxored, and at worst
destroyed by landowners
who don't know what
treasure can be gleaned
from them.
"What! advocate is the
proper management of
walnut," Kovalic said.
"It works the same as
cows. It's aU fanning."
He said it is difficult "to
get people to manage
their walnut," mostly
because the owner won't
see any income from the
trees for 25-40 years,
depending on the condition of the stand.
He has, however, persuaded at least one Clark
County farmer, Eugene
Wills, whose property
contains thousands of
walnut trees.

"When I was getting
firewood, I saw the
walnut down there and I
convinced him to manage
that walnut," Kovalic
said.
Wills said he gave
Kovalic a job, paying him
to care for a four-acre
stand of walnut trees.
(For the first year, a
federal cost-sharing plan
paid part of the cost of initial pruning and thinning.)
Wills is almost as involved as Kovalic in
working the trees, even
though he realizes he
may not live to see them
harvested and sold for
lumber.
"You've got to plan for
the future somewhere
along the line," Wills
said.
Kovalic estimates that
Wills' stand eventually
will produce 60 lumber-

quality trees per acre, 20
percent of them veneer
quality that brings $245
per foot.
"Any money a landowner puts in ( to a
timber stand) will more
than pay for itself,"
Kovalic said. "The rest is
gravy."
He deplores the practice of dehorning. or topping, trees next to power
lines, thus ruining them,
instead of carefully pruning trouble-causing branches.
And he mourns the loss.
of valuable trees, and
even more valuable topsoil, when stands of trees
are bulldozed.
"Anybody who cuts a
tree has to remember he
didn't put it there,"
Kovalic said. "Somebody
else did. So why can't he
plant one for somebody
else."

Blood test warning sign for AIDS
NEW YORK i AP)
Doctors have discovered
a quick, simple blood test
that could serve as an
early warning sign for
identifying people exposed to AIDS, the deadly
immune disease first
identified in homosexuals, a researcher said today.
The test also could be
used to screen potential
blood donors for the
disease, curtailing its
spread through transflisions, said Allan Goldstein, chairman of the
biochemistry department
at the George Washington
University School' of
Medicine in Washington,
D.C.
He was to present his
findings today in New
Orleans at a meeting of
the American Society for
Microbiology.
The disease, called acquired immune deficiency syndrome, appeared
two years ago in
homosexuals, and has

spread quickly to other
groups, including Haitian
immigrants, heroin users
and some recipients of
blood transfusions.
As of Feb. 24, the
Centers for Disease Control at Atlanta had
reports of 1,112 cases of
AIDS, 418 of which had
resulted in death.
Goldstein reports that
AIDS victims and others
likely to get it have an
elevated level of a particular thymus gland hormone called thymosin
alpha-1.
There is a latency
_period of a year or more
'between the time someone is exposed to the
disease and the disease
symptant appear, he
said. The tad appears to
be able to identify people
with that latent form of
the disease.
At the moment,there is
no cure for the disease.
Its cause is not known.
But Goldstein said early
detection and treatment
of AIDS could soften its

harmful effects.
Measuring the level of
thymosin alpha-1 in blood
is a straightforward procedure that can be done
routinely at many
hospitals across the country, Goldstein said.
The recent realization
that AIDS apparently
could be transmitted in
transfused blood
generated concern in
blood banks, because until now there has been no
way to test blood for
presence of the disease.
The thymus gland, a
walnut-sized organ that
lies beneath the
breastbone, is the master
gland of the immune
system, the body's
disease-fighting
mechanism. Thymosin
alpha-1, produced by the
gland, controls production of white blood cells
called helper T-cells.
They are one of several
cell types made by the
body to attack invading
organisms, Goldstein
said.

The thymosin .hormonies were discovered in
the 1960s by Goldstein
and Dr. Abraham White
of the Albert Einstein College of Medicine in New
York,
When Goldstein and his
colleagues began their
studies of AIDS, they expected AIDS patients to
have lower-than-normal
levels of thymosin alpha1. because the patients
have fewer helper T-cells
than normal.
To their surprise, they
found the reverse was
true. Seventy percent to
80 percent of the AIDS patients they studied had
elevated levels of the hormone in their
bloodstreams.
An even more important finding was that the
hormone was elevated in
60 percent to 70 percent of
the people who had been
exposed to AIDS but had
not yet developed disease
symptoms, Goldstein
said.

Suburb develops elderly pedestrian sign
DEERFIELD, Ill.
(API- This Chicago
suburb, which put up"No
Kissing" signs at a commuter
in station three
years ago, has come up
with "Granny Crossing"
signs for elderly
pedestrians.
The signs, showing a
parse-toting elderly
woman band-in-hand
with a Boy Scout, were
put up near a senior.
citizens housing commies
after the complex
mimager complained to
the villas board about
am mesh traffic creasing.
"Several times I hen

seen near-misses,"
manager Gall McGilliard
said.
The board recently accepted an idea by moletent village manager
Marge Emery to use
granny-creasing sips instead of the traditional
pedestrian creaming var.
ideas.
Ma. McGillierd said she
dorsal know if the signs
are Wiring mach of an effect, but they came "a
good double-take."
"People an stopple.
for them," she said.
"Maybe there is an extra
watchful eye now thst the
signsare there."

Mrs. Emery also
thought up the village's
noldmini signs in I971,
when commuters and

their spouses caused
regular necking bottlenecks at the local
Milwaukee Road station.

Carrots Torrogon recipe
By CECILY
BROWNSTONE
DINNER FARE
Roast Chicken & Carrots, Green Salad es Rolls,
Chocolate Angel Pie k
Wee
Carrots Tarragon
Simple to make, but oh
110 delicious.
4 medium carrots ( so.
pound) sliced it-inch
thick
1 tablespoon butter

%teaspoon"me Juice
teaspoon tried tarratan
teaspoon salt
PePPer
Pare carrots; steam
until tender
about 10
minutes. Drain if
necomary. Melt butter,
stir in lime Juice, tarragon, salt, pepper and
carrots. Mix well over
low heat. Makes 2 to 3 serving&
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Jimmy Clark
receives
Funk award
Jimmy H. Clark. a
native of Sedalia. has
received the prestigious
Paul A Funk Recognition
Award He is a professor
of nutrition. department
or dairy science. University of Illinois College of
Agriculture. Urbana. fll
Clark is a graduate of
Sedalia High School and
of Murray State University. He completed a Ph D
in animal nutrition at tlw
University of Tennessee
in 1967 and joined the Ul
dairy science faculty in
1968
He received a certificate of recognition and
unrestricted personal
award of $2.000 at Ow
awards program on the
Urbana-Champaign cantpus
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Methodist
women meet
Shower for Bray family set
the Cruted Methodist

Mr., Mrs. Story to observe anniversary

DATEBOOK

A household shower for Mr and Mrs. Don Bray
and their four children will be Saturday, March 12.
at 2 p.m at the home of Debra Scott. 215 South 13th
St. The family lost their home and contents by fire
on Feb. 12
All interested persons are invited to attend. For
information regarding sizes of the family. persons
(nay call Mr and Mrs. Bray at Room 210, Holiday
Inn. Murray

.Hazel alumni dinner slated
The annual dinner for the Hazel Alumni Association will be Saturday. April 30. at 7 p.m at the Hazel
Community Center. Edmond B. Cherry of Columbia, Tenn . retired from the Army now active in
politics, real estate and auctioneer-trig. will be the
featured speaker
Bill Ed Hendon. president. and Mrs. Charles
Tidwell, secretary, of the Hazel Alumni, said the
annual event has been changed from ,the Easter
weekend to the weekend of April 30. On the same
day will be the Hazel Lions Club picnic. •

Bradley Brian Hendricks born
Mr and Mrs Clayton Hendricks. 7201 Sycamore
St.. are the parents of a son. Bradley Brian,
weighing seven pounds five ounces. measuring 1944
Inches. born Sunday. Feb. 20. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. They have another son, Chris. 3.
The mother is the former la.sa Williams. The father
is employed at Parker Popcorn.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs Ernest Hendricks. Rt. 6, and Mr. and Mrs_ Vernon Williams,
Murray. Great-grandmothers are Mrs. Nancy Hendricks and Mrs. Nola Jones of Cadiz and Mrs. lAwen
Byers and Mrs. Elsie Williams of Murray

Your Individual
Horoscope

Fames Drake
FOR THURSDAY,
MARCH 10, 1983
Cindy Massey Of Murray is one of the spring ;11)What kind of day will tomorprentices•
of the Sock and Buskin Club at Murray
the
whet
out
find
To
be?
row
stars say, read the forecast State University.
given for your birth sign.

Women of Coles Camp
Ground Church met at
the home of Ruth 1.assiter
for the Februar
nu•ettrig
Itebbit• 1.assiter and
I A0Vett presented
St
the program 4 On
Valentine'',

•

ft04.14.,
tre+ttAlways Near was read
by Becky %VIM:tins
inda Dunn. president
ddcan
preside& -wifh
Norman reading the
minutes '
Plans were made for
serving lunch at the
Wesley Foundation. Murra:‘ State University. in
April
Other members present is vre Mildred
Crouse. Tresia
Ailene Duncan and
Frane•es W111141111 s
Visitors were Jacob
Williams and Veronica
I horn Refreshments were
served by Mrs 1.assiter
The next ['meting will
be on the third Tuesday of
March at the home of
Ailene Duni ail

Mr and Mrs. Tolbert
Story of Rt 2. Puryear,
Tenn . will celebrate
their 50th wedding anniversary on Sunday,
March 13
A reception will be
from 2 tot pm in the
educational building of
the Hiul Baptist Church.
Their children and grandchildren will be the hosts
All friends and
relatives are invited to attend The couple requests
that guests not bring
gifts
The couple was mar'ned March Il, 1933. an
Pans. Tenn, with D A
Spaulding officiating
Their attendants were
Exit Orr Paschall and
the late Cecil Paschall
Mr and Mrs Story
have one sun, Tommy
Story. Pury ear. Tenn
and two daughters, Mrs.
Peggy lamb of Humboldt.
Tenn , and Mrs Carolyn
Outland of Murfreesboro.
Tenn
The couple has nine
grandchildren

Wednesday. March 9
Circles of r irst United
Methodist Church will
meet at 7.30 p.m. as
Hannah with
follows
Barbara Shores, Ruth
Wilson with Beth Broach,
and Wesleyan with Inez
Jones.
Murray Bass Club is
scheduled to meet at 7 30
p.m. at Sirloin Stockade

Independence United Methodist Church, located
ARILS
east of Alma off Highway 464. will have a chili and
Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
hot dog supper on Saturday. March 12. with serving
Relations with teachers, ad- to start at 6 p.m. Chili, hot dog. pie and drink will be
visers and publicists are served. Tickets will be $2 for adults and $1 for
lucky. Travel will lead to new children.
friendstups ; be danng.
TAURUS
Goshen United
Apr. 20toMay 20)
Greater Paducah Area Chapter No 147 of Parents Methodist Church
Job concerns seem pressing
before noon, but later new op- Without Partners will have an evening of socializ- Women will meet at 7
portunities have you en- ing and dancing at American Legion Hall, Legion p.m. at church.
thusiastic_ Seek the favor of Drive. Paducah, starting at 8 p.m. on Friday,
March 11. All interested single parents are invited
higher-ups.
Pi Sigma Alpha will
and for information call 1-395-7733, 1-444-9604 or 1- present free film, "AdGEMINI
442-6390.
I May 21 to June 20
vise and Consent" at 7:30
Both highs and lows come
p.m. at Murray State
today. A work problem may.
University Center
concern you, but good tunes
180 high school students have pre- Auditorium.
About
with loved ones make you
----registered to attend. the annual Journalism and
hopeful about the future
Seminar on "Nursing
University
in
the
Friday
workshop
broadcasting
CANCER
and the Health Care of
June 21 toJuly 22 SOO Center at Murray State University. The one-day Women!' will be fromm
of
Department
the
sponsored
by
is
-You- may have to give up one workshop, which
8:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. at
luxury, but your overall pro- Journalism andRadio-Television at Murray State,
Kenlake State Resort
Registration
from
8
2
.15
p.m.
spects improve as the day will run from 8 a.m. to
Park For information
workshop
morning
two
followed
by
will
be
a.rn.
to
9
on:
Career
developments
goes
call
762-6881.
choice
to
have
a
seasions with students and advisers
are to your liking.
Murray State UniversiLEO
of nine,,different classes ranging from yearbook
July 23 to Aug. 22 1124NC
'
1 production to advertising and from photography to ty Theatre Group will
Romance, travel and column writing.
present a dance concert
recreational pursuits are hapThe afternoon session will offer six different at 8 p.m. in Hobert E
pily highlighted. Job and topics. They will range from broadcasting to sports Johnson Theatre.
home matters may present writing and from legal problems to reporting public
Thursday, March 10
sane problems.
affairs. The fee for students attending the workshop
Front Porch Swing will
VIRGO
who
brAdvisers
lunch.
cost
of
includes
the
and
is
$8
Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) NO-IL ing students will not be charged.
meet at 7 p.m. at First
Beware of smart operators
Christian Church
in financial dealings. Home
entertaining, family and real
Competition in the National French Contest for
estate matters are pluses for
public school students of French in West Kentucky
you now.
is scheduled at Murray State University on SaturLIBRA
day,
March 12, Dr. Bertrand Ball, contest director,
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) Ant
said
the competition. which includes a series of
Don't let a money worry
•
written
and oral examinations at the level on which
having
good
keep you from
times. Romantic introductions each student is proficient, will begin at 10 a.m. on
are likely. Travel and hobbies the fourth floor of Faculty Hall.
Some 50.000 students throughout the United
prove relaxing.
States have pre-registered to take the examinations
SCORPIO
(Oct.23toNov.21i in/eV in the National French Contest, which has been an
You may make a major pur- annual event for the past 50 years. Included among
chase for the home,or receive the prizes are free trips to France. Sixty West Kenan unexpected gift. Job tucky students have entered from the following
developments lead to increas- schools. Calloway County High. Murray High,
ed revenues.
Mayfield High. Mayfield Middle, South Hopkins
je
SAGITTARIUS
Hie and Wingo.
(Nov. 22to Dec. 21)
kir
Your optimism attracts
benefits. Others find you charDr. George V. Nichols. chairman of the Departming. Make important phone
of Safety Engineering and Health at Muni.ment
Use
calls and contacts.
State University. has been appointed to the Nacreativity.
tional Academic Accreditation Council of the
CAPRICORN
American Society of Safety Engineers.
(Dec.22toJan. 191
The five-member council has responsibility for
You'll meet a wheelerdealer careerwise and a friend the development. implementation and operation of
may nokmake good on a debt. procedures for the accreditation of undergraduate
Still, yoirU have a chance for and graduate programs in the fields of safety and
financial gain.
health. Nichols. a member of the MSU faculty since
AQUARIUS
1969, resides with his wife. Patsy, and their two
(Jan.Xito Feb.18)
children, George III and Tanya, at 1504 Cardinal
A higher-up SeeITIS unap- Dr.
preciative, yet your populari
ty Increases. Welcome the
chance to freternize.
'OCRS
(Feb.191o Maria)
Efforts to reach the
Drapery & Upholstery Cleaning
meet with success,
career developments
Stolo-Soll Repellent
be kept confidential. Quietly.
you wiake headway.
with this coopos end
YOU BORN TODAY are
tlw
250
sq. ft of carpet cleaned
than
more amous
typical member of your sign.
Mord 15
(spires
Off
.
You do well in business for
MEE ESTIMATES
yourself and have executive
talents. You're an in-•
dividualist • who's willing to
wick hard to achieve your
pais. tomptimes the bardeldpsel life,though,can cause
you to settle for a Job beneath
year potestlaL Always be true
be permit and pal become
a leader be yehr field. Yoe
keno marlwd creative lean4/6
be and will nomead-psalm pjagand
sating. Mk Arnica may
aka aped be pc Iliredabe
d: Radii Raba. pkrusigla;
AMON animer. taraparn
and Wertnollsrald.

frift

PWP to sponsor dance

n41;
.

Students to attend workshop

French competition slated

MI

and Mrs, Tolbert Storv

_ Community events announced

Massey apprentice to club

Church to serve chili, hot dogs

•

Thursday, March 10
Thursday. March 10
Welcome Wagon Club Steakhouse For inforniawill meet at 7 p m at bon call Art Litchfield, Commerce Centre'. 759-9926
Highway 641 North
Murray. Chapter No 92
Second night of dance HOY*1 Arch Masons" is
concert by Murray State scheduled to meet at 7 30
University .Theatre p fil at lodge hall
Grodp will be at 8 p in in
Robert E
Johnson
Parents Anonymous
Theatre
will inert at 6 30p in For
Information call 759-1087
West Fork Baptist or 753-6089
Church W MS will meet at
8. 30 a in for breakfast at
Mothers Day Out will
the church
be at 9 a m at First Baptist Church
Kentucky Lake Stamp
Club will meet at 7 -30
Mothers Morning Out
pm in Public Library , will be at 8 30 *um at
Paris. Tenn
ilood Shepherd t;tuted
Methodist Church
Exhibition and sale of
original American and
Senior - Ntirens acEuropean prints will be tivities will be. from 10
from 10 a. m to 4 p in in a m to 2 p in at Hazel
Clara M. Eagle Gallery. and Douglas Centers and
Fine ArtsCenter. Murray from 10 a in to 3 p m at
EllisCeau40
._
State University_
-Friday, March II
Dr. Carl Sofirld will • Motlo•rs Morning Out
present a physics is ill be at
at First
seminar at 3 30 pm in Chi istiati ['hut. It
room 135. Blackburn
Science Building, Murray
111...tel I odge No till
State University
11- cc and 1c• epte.1
at ;
'mis
Organizational meeting
of Toastmasters Interna- p.m at lodge
tional will be at 7 p in at
Senior
It liens.
Western Still' n

10

Friday , March 11
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Lookin' Alive For Spring...

Nichols named to council

Acra

Qiujek

)(CZ oree1 Carpet aaniny

FREE

753-5827
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Terry's Paint
And
Decorating Center
Now Thru March 31
Bright Life Interior
Flat Wall was $1 7 45
Now $ 1 299

Artcraft Photography

Wedding Photogroph,,
Custom Ft-owing
Film Processing

118 South 12th St

153-0035

lie Place
Sotrthstat Minor

Greatlife Exterior
Flat Latex
Was $20 65 Now $ 599
Gilman Flat Wall 59"
Seediskie Dew

p.

153.3321

.ks1.1 IM.1.H & 11W• Srlirtr.ris
P 44.1 " t "It MI KR VII.
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Where Low Pr

Storey's
FOOD
GIANT

PRICES GOOD WED. MAR.9 H THI

BEL AIN
SHOPPING
CENTER

WE ACCEPT
U.S. GOVERNMENT
FOOD STAMPS

BOUNTY

2/894-

WONDER
COUNTRY STYLE SAND lag

PILLSBURY PLUS

PAPER
TOWELS

QTRS.

WEEKLY !SPE

WEEKLY SPECIAL

WEEKLY SPECIAL

.
MARGARINE

HOME OWNED
AND
OPERATED

69'

CAKE
MIXES

lilistittr7,111
Illy.

BREAD
!
0
.

6II

(LIMIT TWO PLEASE)

4

'$0'.

24 OZ LOAF

WEEKLY SPECIAL

SUPER INF LA iON

BUSH'S TRUCKLOAD SALE

IN 1
KRAFT SALAD

GREAT NORTHERNS, PINTO
KIDNEY, CHILI HOT,
PORK & BEANS

300 SIZE

DRESSIN

St ST

1

'PINATA

3 sl

40.404b
fra

fi4sp to:

of4.1.40

16 01

SUPER INFLATION FIGHTER
RIG. $1 19

894

CRACKERS
,
4,4

1 39
160Z.59

SHOP AND COMPARE PRICES
FROZEN FOODS
2/894 DRESSING
ORE IDA
GOLDEN CRINKLE CUT
is oz. 79 LAUNDRY DET
SAUCE ..
FRENCH FRY
TUNA
CORN
POTATOES
t•
MACARONI
294
STEW
rim
2 LB. BAG
1 09
1. $179 CORN
CREAMER
2/894
ORANGEMAJUICE
CHEEZ-ITS
SAUCE isoz.2 i$ 1 °9
KRAIT ITALIAN SALAD

SPII-111.1.
I
Ffi
li E

160Z.

16 OZ $1 29

WISK LIQUID 32 02.

KRAFT REG. I.S.O.

STAR MST C11111111

WIEN GIANT

e½02.99

RED MSS ELSOW

LISIE REEF

2402.

$1 59

7 01.

COFFII-MATI NON•DAMY

2 1•

SUNSHINE

401

6 01. CAN

NM'S TOMATO

AUNT SURMA

MPS CVT ORM

SYRUP

BEANS

KNOT FRENCH SALAD

KILLY3 WITH BEANS

DRESSING
ppm.

. 16 OZ.

1 29

MIND

394

BAYER
wl 77

1401 iAG

994

6

2

M. U iP
MENNEN

-SPEED STICK
LS' OH LAM

2/
1
2 OZ.$1

37
'

89
'
SHORTENING..:3 is.

SAUCE

RICHTER
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Judge's ruling interferes v:fith surrogate parent transaction
LOUISVILLE:. Ky
API
A Jefferson Circuit judge has ruled that
surrogate mothers are

not allowed uncle; Kentucky law to terminate
their parental rights and
transfer custody of a

have been the first action
taken by a Kentucky
judge to interfere with a
surrogate parenting transaction. But the baby involved in Tuesday's case
was taken out of the state
before Mudd was asked to
rule on the case, so it is
not clear what effect his
ruling will have on the
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Nor are officials sure
what effect the decision
will have on a suit filed by
Attorney General Steven
Heshear, which seeks to
outlaw surrogate parenting in Kentucky That
case is still pending in
Franklin Circuit Court
Surrogate parenting
began in Kentucky in
1979 The surrogate process was pioneered by a
Louisville infertility
specialist, Dr Richard
Levin. and Katie M
Brophy. a Louis% ille attorney
Officials say as many
as 38 transactions have
occurred in the state
Some attorneys involved
in the surrogate parenting process have even
suggested that Kentucky
may lead the country in
arranging the hiring of
mothers for pay
In the process, a man
whose wife is infertile
hires a woman to bear a

child for Pam She LS artificially inseminated
with his sperm and earns* the baby to term The
man then seeks a court
declaration of Pus paternity and the surrogate
mother gives up her
parental rights so the
wife can adopt the child
Mudd refused to identify any of the parties in
Tuesday's case. He did
say that the child was a
girl, that the surrogate is
married, and that the
man who hired her now
lives in another state with
the child.
Mudd said in his ruling
thst the surrogate mother
alto oer husband had asked hint to make a ruling
about Kentucky's Termtnation Act, which he
ruled is designed to permit a birth parent to
transfer custody to a
child-placing agency
rather than a pnvate individual.
The judge said a child's
custody can be transferred to a private individual. but only after
permission is obtained
from the state Human
Resources Cabinet and
only after an investigation shows a parent to be
apProPflate.
Mudd said neither reuirement had been m .t

CALHOUN. ky i API
- McLean County, which
has been searching for a
new dcotor for 18 months.
has Mundane. At least for
the nest 12 atimithii.
Dr Jefrey Arlen, who
has been working with
Dr. Hugh Wilhite for the
past two months, has
agreed to stay on for a
year "I figured it was a
needy area,- said Arlen.
39.
Dr Gerald Edds,
Wilhite's partneredied in

in Tuesday's case
The child officially is
still the legal offspring of
the surrogate mother and
her husband. Mudd said.
even though she lives "in
some other state" with a
man "who is operating
under the erroneous
belief' that he is the legal
father
He said he is unsure
what will happen next in
the case
Mudd suggested people
who undertake surrogate
parenting transactions
PADUCAH, Ky
AP)
"will have to go to the -- Fred L. Nagel. a
legislature for clarifica- retired president Of
tion if they want legal Citizens Bank and Trust
sanction" in Kentucky
Co of Paducah, has died
Mudd criticized the attheageof 75.
Nagel died Monday at
Human Resources
Cabinet for not taking a Western Baptist Hospital.
Nagel was president of
stronger stand on the surbank from 1953 to
the
rogate parenting issue
and for not preventing the 1974. He began his career
child from being removed at the bank in 1933 in the
from the state when bookkeeping department.
notified about the transaction in his court.
FRANKFORT, Ky.
Human Resources officials could not be reach- 1API -- The attorney
ed for comment Tuesday, general's office is
but Brad Hughes. a distributing $62.487 to
Cabinet spokesman, had spouse abuse and child
said earlier that his agen- abuse centers in Kency had not become involv- tucky as the result of the
ed in the surrogate paren- settlement of a major nating issue because of the tional anti-trust case
The case was against
attorney general's
National Broiler
lawsuit.

a hunting accident in the
fall of 1981, leaving only
Wilhite to adnut and care
for patients at Mclean
County General Hospital.
There are three other
doctors in the county but
they do not admit patients to the local facility
Arlen pined Wilhite in
January after being sent
by a North Carolina cornpany that provides doctors on a temporary
basis.

Paducah bank president dies
He served as assistant
city manager of Paducah
for several years, and at
the time of his death was
hoard chairman of the city cable television
authority.
In 1971. Nagel headed a
$2 million fund-raising
campaign to finance the
expansion of the Western
Baptist Hospital.

Marketing Association
and 42 broiler chicken
producers. Kentucky
joined the case in 1975 as
one of more than 200,000
purchasers.
A U.S. District Court
order in the case requires
that certain proceeds be
used for food-related prorams.
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Forest fire damages totalled

by lochie hart

IA 41f
dr% a Aber SI1L
PIKEVILLE. Ks
deliberately settoa: , Forest fire damage Lest Wedties,td
a felony, are rare*.
each year Costs millions
Theupilot of an „Li plc a sear
Berg111,1r1t1
in lost future sales for tanker died Satur day said lie knew of no
The above headline mit her further search, resigned Nov '36, Ed- Weeks, '52-'57, James were to receive such aid
Kentucky timber owners when the plane crashed convictiorks this y rat
may be startling It was but had been told that all mund Curd. '36-48, Parts Blalock. '58-'75. Frances
J K Houston. old age and lost wages for while fighting one that said at least one Ct1,1* is
he, would cut covered 182 acres in the Pending
to me when I read a the county offices were M Ellison, Nov '49 until Shea, '76-81. Ann P assistance worker, said workers
resume of circuit court vacated that same time adoption of the New Con- Wilson, '81grants ranged from 15 to and process the lumber Hubbards Fork area of
CT•III said there scene•
clerks who had served and given to Yankee sym- stitution in 1851
the forest
ear
$15 monthly • an average state officials so
tins ictions last
Between 1951
The state estimates
this county since its pathizers
The fire was , ontallied under federal fire. l.icc s Ir.
of 57 47
Mrs. Wilson is the seand 1892
Calloway man
Stitietti
beginning in 1923 The
but broke the national forest [rid. r Wonder what the losses from this year's
A W Wadlington, 1851is first to be
MN's was given by Ann P
cond woman to serve in
average is now _and how fires alone at more than out again Monday Crail federal law offenders ,I f ,•
approved for
WdsonlMrs. Billie Bruce this office. She was an . R I. Ellison, 1863many in this county are $38 million so far, said it was k erntrolled filiCki and call be'
Social Security
st
Wilson), circuit court assistant to Mrs Frances driven out by the
qualified ,fos this montly Townley Bergmann, again Monday night after SOpp re S 1 n
According to the Sept income
special projects director covering eight additional -which can be conclerk, who has done a Shea until her death in Yankees and Nathan
• • •
research and found the April 1981 when she was Bowman served 1863-72. 3, 1936, issue of the
for the state k‘ision of acres
siderable. up into the
Forestry . said Tuesday
lb said he did not have thousari
names and dates of all appointed to finish the P M Ellison, '73-'79. Ledger & Times, Charles
he said
A visit with
And the fire season is figures s et for this year.
those who served in this term. She was elected to J M Hutchens, '80-'85, E Walker. 66, of Center
Mr & Mrs J B. Story
Ridge community • was
hut in the past about a
the office in May and George W Craig. '86-91
office
Breakfasting down not over
Nearly tw4. inches of
the first person in town recently , I visited
Between 1892-1942
of KentuckS 's
She found that in the began serving her term in
E P Phillips, '92-'03, Calloway County to be ap- with Mr and -Mrs J
rain in parts tel Pike ficrest fires have been
early part of 1863 a squad January 1982
\l'
Ky
PAN (
J H Matheny. '04-09, proved for an old age pen- Story of Lynn Grove She County and smaller Ieliberately set, With the
of Yankees came from
Former Circuit
Joe Lancaster, 10-15, sion under the state's Eron Howard and her amounts elsew Ore rest resulting from Itt'brIN
Ritz Hotel, a a.r.,
Paducah W Murray, and
Court Clerks
ial old in idt
Trevathan. '16-'21. social security program husband are. retired A helped • state and federal fires gone. out of control
at the point of bayonets,
James Callaway, 1823- George Hart. '22-33. The grant was for $6 per Murray High School and crews bring the fires
State officials are l'adto ali landmark %k
drove R U. Ellison out of
tI
orking with Ole ourt
the office and gave it to 25, Edmund Curd, '25- Claud Miller. '34-'39. Otis month and was one of 129 l'eabod!, graduate, she under control Monda
to ensure. that their pro- unit apartrtivii4 complex
Nathan Bowman. She '33; Jeremiah C Wilkins, I Aims, '40-45, Dewey approved The news story taught third grade in her night. Bergmann said
I
Colum4
But Charles Crail, a , edures arc Orrt•I I iii
said that time did not per- appointed Oct '33. Ragsdale, '46-51, George related that 238 persons home community . Lynn
Nto
real estatt%
cli 1)1..4
Grove 29 years after she spokesman for the U S hopes ,if impros t,
de's eloper saki
married Mr Story is a Forest Service, said " if Lest sear's oer,•ent
onfereni e that'
carpenter and farmer the sun cOttles out again y iction rate on ( itatnins
att-nlilln
and continues his voca- and there Is no rain we for unlawful burning, the six -story
WASHINGTON 1AP
especially pleased with Sens Mark Hatfield, R- its policy on nuclear tion when he has a yen for could get back into high Bergmann said
willLitiderV,e , a SI! 5
Members of Kentucky's Sen. Walter "Dee" Hud- Ore • and Edward M arms iluddleston, a work
State law prohibits out million remo,ation
This week his fire danger pretts
member of the Senate Indelegation to a pro- dleston's stand in favor of Kennedy,1)-Mass
quick "
door but fltnIV, 1•SCIpt bet.
Hill arid I s tin Thomppotatoes go in the ground
nuclear freeze rally here an immediate U S -Soviet
Huddleston met with telligence Committee,
I ell .trell'.11.1,
'We won't be -out of it %veil 4 p in and midnight son Of -Cape'
Their two sons are
e
said they were pleased freeze on the develop- the group after the rally also said he was not con- Charles and 1101 Charles until things start to green during the spring. for \Li are co
ners of the
with the attitudes of some ment and production of and advised them to get vinced that a ,freeze by teaches in East Ten- up.- said Bergmann, season
h runs from
tutu tic'
Kentucky politicians.
copies of a bumper the Soviets could not be nessee University
new nuclear weapons
Mar, n tthti i,t \Lc, lo
Hill sai,l onstio.
reached in Frankfort
About 100 Kentuckians
-He has taken the lead sticker he had seen verified by U S in- Johnson City. Tenn Bill Even with the unusually The offense 1, .1 inisde HO( k
froth all parts of the in trying to educate some recently and distribute telligence sources
is an CIII{II)Ver at Hughes warm weather, he said. nieariiir with a ItcilliiiiUIii as the' e
Besides visiting Hud- Aircraft, I.os Angeles, "mol-April would be fineif $11)0
state, including three of his colleagues about them in Kentucky
approSed a bond
high school students from some of the misconcep-"I like it It said 'If dieston, the group also Cal There are five grand- about the earliest "
i,ttis,tttisf r titian; mg plan
Lexington, attended the bons that go along with you've seen one nuclear met with a number of children
On private land. where.
national rally Tuesday the freeze movement," war you've seen 'em Kentucky congressmen
• • •
794 fires have. charred
and met with the state's Mrs. McCullough said. "I all," said ff uddleston and the state's other
It's s4) IlIce to ineet 18,*9 acres since March
KEEP THAT GREAT GM
leaders, said Pat Mc- think he is respected "It's ridiculous to talk senator, Wendell Ford folks who have come to 1, all fires were pretty
FEELING
WITH GENUINE
Cullough, director of the enough that he might be about surviving a limited The group concentrated this area to retire Some well out'. he said
We
Louisville area's Council able to sway some of nuclear war"
their efforts of the two come because the want a had everything Aitit this
GM PARTS
on Peacemaking and them over to our side.
Huddleston told the senators because the four-season climate and morning that had been
Religion and
T h e Kentucky group he has decided a nuclear-freeze measure others come because they burning yesterday
spokeswoman for the Democrat is one of the 34 freeze would be -a is expected to have a want to return to their
There was one fire. on
group.
co-sponsors of a freeze dramatic new direction" tough time passing the native locale Such is the federal land, in the Stan
She said the group was measure introduced. by the country should take in Senate
case with the Paul Rungs ton area of the I iiime
Rung Boone National Forest
I met Mrs
Marcella .at a church but that was contr oiled be,
a m after ranging .0. ci
bazaar where • she was
busy displa!, mg pretty about eight acres, raj;
things she had ilia& and said
There ha %if'
2
was offering them for
1979 Buick Regal
Lawrenc• E. Lamb,M.D. sale. She has involved fires this CAI ill the' 11.1
herself with the Art (:uild tional forest. star tow
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My problem
conflagration Jan 1.1 arid
Even in cancer patients
husband is 72 years old and
As you requested I am the ligaments and connec They live near Almo, but
in the last few months food the problem Is that the bitter sending you The Health Let- live tissue make a tight band c a in e h e r e fro in j12 acres has.' been
tastes bitter to him His doc- taste may cause a loss of ter 20-4. Taste and Smell around the ankle bones The Massachusetts because damaged, he said
tor doesn't seem to know appetite and affect the Others who want this Mille band and bones form a he wanted tee 1'nine' home
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patient's nutrition
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Kentuckians attend pro-nuclear freeze rally
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iither and never had any trouble in our relationship 1.4itely
however, he has been embarrassed because of impotencv
but I never made an issue of it
I noticed that every time the phone rang he would rush
to answer it
something he never did before Then I did
something l'Ye never done before I listened in on the
extension while he was talking. and. Abby. I nearly passed
oat' He was talking all this vile filthy talk to some woman
This went on for shout five minutes I got sick to rnY
stomach and hung up
After I pulled myself together I told him I loved him
very mut h and we needed to have a littlit.talk lie knew
heard his conversation so he broke down and told me he
By Abigail Van Buren
had joined n telephone club where the members called
eni h other and talked dirty on the phone I'd never heard
sui ti a thing Fir swore hr ne%er met any of throe
women and doesn•t plan to lie Not does it for kicks
t .an I belie4.0 him" I I..., him. Abby and isn't tolerate
this kind of behavior Please tell me what to do
A MIN Ni-,.er in en', wildest dreams did I think
/f1.1Altrilf 1( IN MISStirHI
I'd he writing to vou but I don t know where else to turn
To be s brief as possitdr n,. ioa.and and I have been
DP:AR HEARTSICK: Don't hr iudgmental. He
married for :4 1. 0a rig Ibisa wond•-rful husband. father
compassionate and understanding and reassure him
and prol.ider and hilli d114 AY* h.erlrl AI de. Sent respet table
of your love. Tell him that he must get into therapy
,hurchgoing man We s,e alwa,a been h"tleitt with rai h

to find out why he needs this kind of filth in his life.
His recent impotency is probably related to this
• -telephone club." You may alao seed counseling in
order to understand his problem and be supportive
Call your local mental health community service and
enable near you. It could save
find out what is
your marriage.
•••
DEAN AMIN' Some time alpo you said in your column
that a flower worn over the right ear means -I'm avail
able: and a flower worn "V Pr 1„be left ear means "'I'm
spoken for
What dies a flower Alan 4.vrr rarh ear mean'
1.fiVES F1.1)WEItti

Man's Obscene Phone Calls
Put Marriage on the Line

DEAF( 1,0V F:S: -Let's negotiate."

•••
If (141 put off writing letters because you don't
know what to say, send for Abby'• complete booklet
on letter-writing. Send $2 and a long, stamped 137
rental, self-addressed envelope it; Abby. Letter Booklet. P.O. Box 3N023, Hollywood, Calif. 9003$.

Lynn Grove
Grade 'A'Large

COVINGTON, Ky
API
Health officials
say an outbreak of infectious hepatitis in Kentucky may have peaked,
_but medical groups in
Cincinnati, Ohio, say the
outbreak may have
spread across the border
Pamela Lee, director of
the Northern Kentucky
Health District, said state
and federal inspectors
speculated Tuesday that
the outbreak from the
Fort Mitchell County
Club may be on the
decline
But Dr Ward Hinds,
epidemologist for the
state of Kentucky, said it
may be too early to determine if the epidemic has
run its course.
"We advised them
health department to
plot an epidemic curve
and try to assess whether
the number of cases being reported is declining," said Hinds.
Mrs. Lee said 45 cases
had been confirmed and
two more were reported
Tuesday Health officials
are currently testing 17
other cases.
Mrs. Lee said as many
as 700 persons may have
been exposed_ to the
disease at the country
club in January and
February.
Food and beverage service was closed 'at the
club. Seven club
employees were stricken.
Meanwhile, four cases
of hepatitis have been
confirmed in Cincinnati,
which is six miles north of
Ft. Mitchell. All four had
attended events at the
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Hair Spray.... Save 75

Save 30'
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Salmon
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Just Rite

Chili With Beans

Flour • .. 5 Lb Sore 41' 7
Sore 10

2 ,89c#0

16o:,Sore 20'
Save Sum Yellow Cling

Popcorn

save 20'39
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10 Ct. Box

6
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Tissue '

15'
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PADUCAH, Ky. 1API
The Badgett Terminal
Corp. has leased its coalloading facility on Kentucky hake to the Kentucky Lake Dock Co.,
Badgett president C.W.
Badger said.
The agreement took effect March 1.
The facility, which has
capacity to move five
million tons of coal a year
from railroad cars to
river barges, has been
idle for the past three
years because of a strike
by Badgett's 10
employees. The strike
began after the workers
voted to affiliate with the

United Mine Workers.
A spokesman for the
dock company, who did
not want to be identified,
said that the facility
would continue to function as a rail-to-barge
operation. No coal has
been moved since the
changeover, he said.
"We're just trying to
get it going. Of course,
we're trying to keep a low
profile because of all the
trouble."
He said dock company
employees have been
clearing brush from the
area and adding a fresh
coat of paint to the
buildings.

DRAKESBORO, Ky.
1API — A Tennessee
company has been hired
to stabilize the ground
under the Methodist
Church here that has
been sinking into an
O.
abandoned underground
coal mine.
Fresh Ground Chuck $1.59 lb.
The U.S. Department of
Interior's Office of Sur$1 1 911 face Mining has awarded
FornA0.114ack
a $l33,095 contract to
Lb. or Mere
Cementation Co. of
America of Mascot,
Tenn., to fill a 120-foot
hole beneath the church
with concrete grouting,

the federal agency announced this week.
The work is to be finished by June 1.
The federal agency will
not pay for repairs to the
63-year-old church, which
began sinking into the
abandoned mine in October.
Officials have paid
$68,000 to hire a bowiemoving company to
stabilize the structure
while the area
underneath the church
was explored to find the
extent of the subsidence.

c
9

I;\

39
Sat'.60'

Coal-loading facility leased
to Kentucky Lake Dock Co.
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Soft and Pretty

Potato
ChiDs

al

country club, said Dr.
John Ryan, director of
the communicable
disease secton of the Cincinnati Health Department.
The Hox worth Blood
Center at the University
of Cincinnati said it has
destroyed blood donated
by four persons who had
been infected.
Tibor Greenwalt, director of the blood center,
said the measures were
precautionary. He said
transmission of • Type A
Hepatitis through blood
transfusions, though
possible, is uncommon.
The Hox worth center
provides blood to 27
hospitals in Ohio and
Kentucky.
Greenwalt asked that
anyone exposed at the
country club who had
donated blood since
January, to telephone.
Dr Ryan said he did
not expect large numbers
of secondary cases
people infected by those
who have hepatitis.
"This is the type of
disease that is spread
through food preparation
or physical contact, so
secondary contaminations would be most likely
to occur among family
members.
"It is not unusual for
spread to occur in an office or schoolroom setting," added Ryan.
Meanwhile, another. 11
children were stricken at
the Ninth Street Elementary School in Covington.
Health officials said they
had not discovered a link
between the two locations.
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records of the week based
on Cashbox magazine's
nationwide survey were
as follows:
1 "Do You Really Want
To Hurt Me." Culture
Club
2 "Billie Jean."
Michael Jackson
3. "Stray Cat Strut."
Stray Cats
4. "Down Under," Men
at Work
5 "Shame ,on the
Mn,'Bob Seger
6 ' "You Are," Lionel
Richie
7. "Hungry Like the
Wolf," Duran Duran

Hepatitis peaks in Kentucky,
but may have spread to Ohio
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Mennen Skin
Bracer After
Shave
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Adorn Hair Spray
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West German election may improve U.S.- Soviet nuclear talks
GENEVA. Switzerland

AP) - The decisive
Dona Adams
Mary Rawlings, election victory' by West
German Chancellor
dead at 75
Helmut Kohl may have
Hamlin
resident,
Mrs. Dona Adams, 75,
improved the climate for
801 Story Ave., died at
a breakthrough in the the
dies in Illinois
315 a.m. today at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
She is survived by her
husband, Aubrey. one
brother, Hardin Morris.
Murray: two nephews.
Graves Morris and-C D
Morris. both of Murray,
one aunt. Mrs Myrtie
McDaniel, Paducah. two
great-nephews and one
great-niece
The deceased was a
member of Grace Baptist
Church and the daughter
of the late George and
Alice Barnett Morris
She was born Aug 31,
1907 in Calloway County
Funeral arrangements
are incomplete at
Blalock -Coleman
Funeral Home. Visitation
Wee will be announce
later_
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-I think it's got to
come. Even though the
German elections supported the coalition. I
don't think Chancellca
Kohl can easily resist the
domestic pressure not to
deploy these weapons Public opinion polls
suggest that most West
Germans oppose -NATO
plans to depley 572 new
U.S.-produced Pershing 2
and cruise missiles in
West Germany, the
Netherlands. Britain,
Belgium and Italy.
NATO plans to begin installing the weapons later
this year if there is no
progress at the bargaining table in Geneva They
are intended to counter
the. Soviet advantage in
European -based.
medium-range missiles
The Kremlin has
deployed more than 600
such weapons, the most
formidable of which are
340 SS-20s, each tipped
with three warheads
"The Russians now
have to factor into their
thinking that the ( NATO
deployment decision is
much firmer than it was a
week ago," the 1.* S. official said. He said the
election results 'could
almost be considered as
something like the first of
these missiles being

deadlocked U S -Soviet
Mary Davis Rawlings, talks on medium-range
87. Hamlin. died in
nuclear arms
Granite City. Hi , at I230
Disarmament analysts
a In today as a result of
say there is new incentive
pneumonia.
for both sides especialShe was the wife of the ly on the Soviet Union
late Vincent B. Rawlings', to cbrisider a compromise
who died in 1966
limiting the numbers of
She is survived by one the superpowers'
daughter. Mettle medium-range nuclear
Shackelford. Granite Ci- missiles
ty. one step-daughter.
S
The chief
Helen Godley. California
representative to the
one son James H Marsh. talks7 Paul H Nitze.
Hamlin: five grand- declined to discuss the
children and five great- election results But
grandchildren
sources close to him said
She was a member of the veteran of arms conGood Shepherd Methodist trol negotiations was
Church. Cherry Corner
relieved and heartened,
Funeral arrangements because Kohl ranks
are incomplete at Irwin among the most steadfast
Funeral Home in Granite supporters in Western
City Burial will be in St
Europe of the U S
John's Cemetery
bargaining position
U
officials here say
Kohl's triumph can only
strengthen the Reagan
administration's hand,
anti that should increase
Hospital, where she was pressure on the Soviets
-The Russia n.s have
taken after collapsing on
taken
a tough. hard, unstage Saturday.
The actress, who has comprising line. and I
been in "Woman- of The hope this !election result
Year' three weeks, said
she tees going back
because the -show could
close this week and she
didn't want two months of
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT - INVESTMENTS
rehearsal tune to be
wasted
Miss Reynolds •'black ed out" on stage at about
(;oodyear
3- 30 p m. Saturday. five Prices furnished by First of
Gulf Oil
minute's before the inter- Michigan, Woodinan Bldg
.1 H M
-0 68
mission of the first act Industrial Average.
.1C Penney
Paramedic's took her
45'. • I.
Jenco
from the Palace Theater Air Products
$ unc
Johnson & Johnson
to Roosevelt Hospital American Motors
31 uric
K mart
while an understudy:- Ashland
65
Mary Kay Cosm
Louise Troy, finished the American Tele-phone
lirysler
153e uiic
Penwalt
matinee
40
•74
Quaker Oats
.Asked if she ever had I hipont
Ford
391
Texaco
experienced amnesia
U S Tobacco
before, she quipped. "On- G A
(;eneral
I)pi/inlays
411
e
•
3
$,
Wal Mart
lv during - both mar60'1.
General Motors
Werniy's.
riagi's
General Tire
34ke
Wetterau
Dr IA•wis Travis, at35": .34
C E.F Yield
tending neurologist, said e;oodrich
the "%toici Wit" (Orin-of'
amnesia "was not caused'
by psyaeological strain "
STOCKS MUNICIPAL BONDS MUTAL FUNDS
-It is not known exactly
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MIMBER SIP(
what causes this type of
amnesia, but it is thought
to involve a lack of blood
flow to the brain," he
said.
The doctor said the condition, called transient
global amnesia, was not
likely to recur. Ile recommended that M. s
Reynolds stay home to
rest, but he added that it
probably was not
dangerous for her to perform Tuesday night.
The show's producer.
David Landay. said.
'Debbie has received
unanimous rave reviews.
But a series of problems
with the weather and
IIILF411190POLLMI
train strikes" led to the
50% MORE
decision to post a closing
SUCTION
notice. lie said the show
will stay open after Sun1 POWER
day if theater attendance
I LAMM_
increases to 75 percent
PACKED
capacity.
UPRIGHT
Miss Reynolds replaced Raquel Welch in the
show Feb 13, right after.
a blizzard struck the city
A strike by conductors
has shut down commuter
trains to the city's northern suburbs

Reynolds receives ovation for
'Woman of the Year' show
NEW YORK t AP)
.Debthe Reynolds Won a
• standing ovation for her
return performance in
"Woman of the Year."
three days after she collapsed on stage with what
a doctor said was a rare
form of amnesia
But the producer of the
Broadway musical said
Tuesday the show could
close Sunday unless attendance improves
When you're the star
of a show . you're supposed to go on every
night." said Miss
Reynolds. explaining why.
she defied her doctor's
wishes and returned to
the stage Tuesday night
''In 34 years, I've never
-been sick More than four
performances I've gone
on with a broken ankle
and I've practicall given
birth on stage," she said
"But when your mind
goes to Mars, I think it's
time to go -t-ei the
hospital"
She received a standing
ovation for Tuesday
night's performance
Miss Reynolds, 51, held
a news conference after
she was discharged Tuesday from Roosevelt

will produce some softening," said one American
official, who requested
anonymity.
Kohl's victory -is obviously going to have a
profound effect on the
talks." he predicted.
"The Russians have to
realize that they made a
good ghat, but cOuldn't
harvest it_ The Soviets during the
campaign scarcely
disguised their
preference for the West
German Social Democrat
leader. Hans-Jochen
Vogel, who urged the
Americans to modify
their current stance at
the Geneva talks The official U S. position, commonly called the "zero
option." proposes a ban
on U.S and Soviet
medium-range missiles
Other Geneva duiarnament experts, however.
say they expect the
United States to move
away from the "zero option" in the talks,
deadlocked since
November 1981
• I think there has to be
some response trim the
U S side, and some unfreezing of the U.S. position." a disarmament expert at a Geneva-based
strategic studies.institute
said privately

maintained by Britain
and France. The new
NATO weapons would not
be permitted under the
plan, advanced in
December by Soviet
leader Yuri V. Andropov.
The British and French
have rejected the offer.
saying 'their forces are
excluded in the Geneva
talks. The United States
has also turned it down.
saying the proposal
would ensure the Soviets'
advantage in mediumrange weapons.

The '^zero option"
would mean dismantling
of the Soviets' mediumrange arsenal in exchange for renunciation
of NATO's deployment
plans - an offer Andropov characterized as
''patently unacceptable"
and intended only to
doom the Geneva-tatks.
But Kohl hinted in the
closing hours of the election- campaign that the
United States would soon
move to break the
deadlock
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Lights 14 mg "tar-, 1.1 mg nicotine
Ultra Lights 6 mg -tar 0 7 mg
nicotine av per cigarette by FTC Method

Warning The Surgeon General Has Determined
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health
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MEAT PEOPLE
IN MURRAY KENTUCKY
STOP IN NO SAY HELLO TO
OtVEN GARDNER, MEAT MANAGER
AND SAVE ON THESE SPECIALS
Big John Super Ter+r Bone In

*Round Steak

III STUMP
REAROVAI

Big John Super Tender Boneless

*Strip Steaks
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Scant progress has
been detected in more
than 71 formal
negotiating sessions conducted since November,
1181. The first session
since the West German
elections will be Thursday.
The Soviets have proposed reducing their
European medium-range
missiles arsenal in
Europe to 182. or the
number of independent,
aging nuclear missiles
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Tigers eliminated, but not before putting up 47-46 fight
losing Fm proud of the
way our kids played
tonight." Miller said
The Tigers
16-9
entered Tuesday's firstround game decided
underdogs to the stateranked Comets t 35-3
Carlisle had the height
and reputation on its side,
but the Tigers showed little respect for the Comets' press clippings
Miller. thought the
Tigers could control the
Comets in a man defense
and force them to shoot
outside. Murray did so
successfully and saprised _ the taller Carlisle
lineup by out-rebounding
"We played hard. We them.23-28, as well.
came in here with every
"They were getting
intention of winning this practically no rebounds
ballgame and although .. but a putback or two in
we're not pleased with the fourth quarter really

By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
DRAFFENVII.I.F.
"Everything pretty much
'sent according to our
except the final
plans
score." explained Murray High Tiger basketball
coach Cary Miller after
his team was eliminated
from post-season play
Tuesday night
Murray. runnerup in
the Fourth District, bowed to Carlisle County in
the First Region Tournament. 47-46. when a
buzzer shot by guard
Roger Dunn caromed off
the front iron at Marshall_
County Iligh

hurt us." Miller pointed
out.
.Boardwork by seniors
David McCuiston. Jim
West and Al Wells kept
Carlisle off balance and
McCuiston was a 21-point
terror until he fouled out
with 3.51 remaining
West produced 11 points
to pick up some of the
slack and Dunn had eight.
six from the charity
stripe
"Our seniors really
came to play - tonight."
Miller said "They realized if they lost it was the
last game they'd play
their careers were over."
Miller continued to praise
other squad members
saying Dunn's ballhandlmg was another instrumental factor in
keeping the Carlisle press
at bay

['he t ottiets.
VIIplosi ye- squad with a
reptitation fOr diSnricirtmg their opponents with
a ferocious transition
game. never untracked a
long scoring spell against
Murray The Tigers were
too cautious for that
Plus. when Comet hotshot Phil Hall as saddled with his third ft•ut and
sidelined with c 0 It-ft m
the first period. the oIiiets faced an uphill strw•
S
to re - t
0{

regular-season record,
including an 11-3 mark in
the OVC. The Racers
claimed the league championship when they
defeated Morehead State,
72-60, Saturday night
behind junior guard Lamont Sleets' M points.
The previous evening,
MSU downed Eastern
Kentucky, 85-63. with
Sleets scoring .19 points
and senior center Ricky
Hood grabbing 13 rebounds. Those two victories helped the Racers
to their seventh OVC
championship, and, their
first outright league title
since the 1963-64 season.
"ICS obviously a great
thrill to win it outright,"
Racer head coach Ron
•Greene said Of his team's
performance. "A lot of
people go into making a
championship: Coach
iStevei Newton and
('oach (Mike). Dill
deserve a lot of credit.
Everybody who has contributed to the team's effort should have quite a
feeling of accomphshment.

ut the

1. [Et hit !*.1- !!
•
(
1.1,1 It'Irc
th.

themselves

Quarter scores say.
Murray ahead 11-8 in the
first period, leading 21-20
at halftime and still out
front 34-32 at the end of
the third
In the fourth period
John Tyler 14 points
and Hall t 10 t came alive

Murray State's Greene honored
as conference's Coach of Year
Murray State, which
claimed_ the Ohio Valley
Conference championship by taking wins over
Eastern Kentucky and
Morehead State over the
weekend, seems primed
and ready for the event
all OVC observers have
been waiting for, the()V('
tournament.
in addition to gaining
the _league title. the
Racers also earned the
right to host the fourteam tourney, to be
played Friday and Saturday at Rwer Arena.
The tourney opener will
match the league's Second and third place
teams, Morehead State
and Tennessee Tech, Friday at 7 p.m. which will
be followed by Murray
State's battle with fourthplace Akron.
The two winners will be
pitted against each other
Saturday at. 7:30 in a
game that will determine
the league's representative in the NCAA tournament.
Murray State fashioned
an impressive 21-6
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"I think the champion- Player of the Year in Ow
ship is a real tribute to cigiCheS: .V01.1 rig, sharing
the team, especially our the award with .Akron
seniors. I wanted them_ to scoring ace Jot- Jakubick
Green becomes the sixth
go out on a happy note."
The team's four seniors Racer player to win that
- Hood, Glen (;reen, honor the last wa§ 'tar). Sammy Curran and Walt Hooker in 19794101
M S U was we11
Davis - closed out their
regular-season careers re-presented on..the
teaiii, with Green
Saturday night. (;reen
and -Davis, key per- and Hood making the
formers for the Racers first team and Sleets
for four years, have gaining a spot on the .Se helped Murray State to 81 cond train For Green
wins in that span Hood and Hood, 1982-83 is their
and Curran have con- second consecuti ve
tributed to 41 wins in the- season on the first Wain
Hut honors will
last two seasons
. Murray State's success little when the Racers
this season did not go un- take the floor Friday
noticed by the OVC's
(Continued on Pg.2B)
coaches. In -voting for
post-season honors, the
coaches paid tribute to
.
Greene by naming him as
the league's Coach of the
Year. Greene has won
that award twice, having
previously copped the
honor in 1979-80. This
marks the fifth time a
Murray State head coach
has taken the award.
Green gained recognition as the OVC's CoMuskegon
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FIGHT]tiG TIG1•11(..S
Murray High senior David McCuiston c 11 Ki‘
determined look in the Wit". when his Tigeri played _Carlisle Could in. the
regional playoffs Tuesday McCUiston scored 21 points. but Mtiti was eliiinnate.1
by a single point.41-4t; Watt-hung McCuiston. at right. is'tiger Andy Parks
Staff photo to: Jun Re( tor
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Do it yourself with Auto Shack to save you money.

Jerry's famous 21-Piece Shrimp Dinner
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Lady Racers advance in playoff,
face top-seeded MTSU tonight

Greene ...
(Continued from Pt 1B)
night to battle Coach Bob
Rupert's Akros, Zips
Akron i 13-14 overall. 7-7
in the °VC) has boat
seven of its last eight
games. but Muray State
knows what Jakubick and
the Zips are capable of
doing. Akron dealt MSU
an - 14-76 kiss Feb- 5 in
Akron as Jakubick scored
a school record 47 points
"Jakubick is one of the
great players in the coun- try." Greene said of the
Zip star "We'll certainly
have to do a better job on
him than we did last time
I hope we don't have any.
more records"
Jakubick finished the
regular season as the
OVC's leading scorer for
the second straight year
The 6-5 junior averaged

206 points He aLso led
the conference in threepoint field goals with 53.
but that won't be a factor
in the tournament, which
will be played under normal NCAA rules 4 no
three-pointers and no
shot cliwk
With the home crowd
behind them. the Racers
rate as favorites to win
ttw tourney. especially if
they continue their recent
fine play
•• I think we began to
turn it around at
Louisville MSU lost to
the nation's third-ranked
team, Louisville. 66-58.
Feb 281," Greene said
''That game helped us
gain sonic confidence
Since then. we've played
with confidence and intelligence "

COOKEVILLE. Tenn. with 62 second left, Lon
Fifth-seeded Murray Barrett, who had 1$
State edged Eastern Ken- points, hit a free throw to
tucky 58-56 in the first put Murray ahead 57-56
round of the Ohio. Valley Eastern's laza Goodin
Conference women's was fouled with 10
basketball tournament seconds left. Goodin, who
Tuesday
had made bar. first 10
Murray , which improv- shots at the line and who
ed as record to 9-16. will leads the nations
face top-seeded Middle women's nlasers in freeTennessee tonight at 8
pm in the semifinals
Eastern ended its season
at 14-13
Murray had to overcome a 31-22 halftime . After spotting the
deficit to defeat the Lady University o( TennesseeColoneLs who had beaten Martin a 24 leaL4lurray
MSU twice 'during the State's baseball team
regular season by six and cashed in on a . x-run
two points
fourth inning to win iLs
With the score tied at 56 first game of the season.

'Breds roily for first victory
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LEXIN(;TON, Ky.
rehabilitation process
AP)• The east on Sam would move slowly.
Bowie's left leg has been
He said in six to eight
removed but his doctor weeks: doctors will
says the 7-foot-1-Universi- decide if Bowie, who has
ty of Kentucky basketball been sitting on the
center's rehabilitation Wildcats' bench for two.
will take time.
conseculive seasons, can
The cast was removed increase his activity.
Tuesday by doctors in
"Were going to leave
Pellitallis. Tenn-, and
out of. the cast-and
Bowie was given the go give him instructions on
ahead to begin exercising exercises to rehabilitate
the weak muscles im- the muscles and get
mediately.
range of motion back into
Dr. WA. ,Calandruccio his joints," Calandruccio
said he was pleased With said in a statement issued
improvements shown in by the UK sports inX-ray's. Bowie has been formation office.
suffering from a slowKentucky coach Joe B.
healing, hairline fracture Hall said "everything
of the left shinbone.
looks good. We're pleased
The leg was examined with the progress, and
by Calandruceio at a that Sam can begin
Memphis clinic, where rehabilitatian imBowie has been seeing mediately. He shouldn't
doctors since last fall. have any further proCalandruccio warned the blems with the leg."
Bowie missed the entire 1981 season and had
hoped to play with the
Wildcats this year.
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*Colman Rep will be available to give advice and
help you repair your old stoves & lanterns
*Factory Reps of over 50 moicir lines including
oil those listed in this od.
*Door Prizes 9iven away hourly 616mm Fishing Films
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Two Murray State
men's indoor track and
field members travel to
the NCAA championships
in Pontiac. Michigan, this
week after qualifying in
both the high jump and
pole vault.
In a last-chance invitational meet in Murfreesboro, Tenn.,Sunday,
_high jumper Ernie Patterson qualified in the
high jump by clearing 7foot-3. His effort places
him among the nation's
top 20 lcapers in the counlrY.
Also, Daren Pahl, who
set a school record in the
pole vault, qualified
earlier this year with a
16-foot. 1041 -inch
clearance to advance to
the NCAA meet. Both
MSU qualifiers compete
Friday.

Win will be conducted

•44\
4,
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1
-''‘\•1:*s.

Racers knocked off IV
hnois State in their first
home match outdoors, 54. and the Racers beat
Louisiana Tech, 5-4, in
Memphis over the
weekend.
The Racers take their
7-1 record to Hattiesburg,
Miss.. Thursday where
they'll compete in a 32team field in the Big Gold
Invitational.

Bowie's cast removed,
rehabilitation lengthy

One Day Only Set. Marchl2th

Small Business Computers
From

Racer netters win
despite ill players

GAM

At MOS, tOC ARUM%
SALE PRICES GOOD AT PARTICIPATING ALL PRO STORES
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rungs He fanned six.
walked four and gave up
five
hits during his
iiary Blame's two-run
homer in the fourth ig- tenure Darrell Graves
nited the 'Bred.% rally and got the save in three inncatcher Rob McDonald ings' work
Murray unproved to 1-2
added an insurance
homer in the fifth to cap while UT-M dropped to 03.
the win
St Louis visits Reagan
Murray-an Brad Taylor Field Thursday for a solo
picked up his first victory game beginning at 2:30
of the season going six in- p.m
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Tuesday

For the second.straight
match. Murray State's
men's tennis team has
had to resort to a
makeshift lineup, yet the
team keeps winning.
Because of illness, both
the No:1 singles player,
Mats Ljungman. and
Johan Tanum. have been
absent from the MSU
lineup recently.
However. Tuesday the

High School Basketball Playoffs

AUTO PARTS0.)

throw shooting. missed scorer was Goodin with
the first try of a one-and- 22.
one attempt
Murray hit 26 of $4
Murray got the rebound
and Lady Racer Connie shots from the field for 48
Diclunan was fouled with percent, while Eastern
five seconds left, and she hit 22 of 63 for 35 percent.
hit one oftwo free throws
Mainly hit S of 14 free
Murray was led by throws for 43 percent and
Diane Oakley. who had 18 Eastern hit 12o( 15 for 80
points. and Eastern's top percent.
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Saturday and Monday for
boys and girls ages 6-11.
Registration will be
held at the old city park
Saturday rumS am. until I p.m.
'
Registration Monday
will lastfrom 4:3114 pm.
ftsgistration leas per
child are P for Awls and
SIO for two or mare.
•__
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Turnout defeats liquor sole

4 1.41.3

at the
Gime* 'r

PPA.905

GLASGOW, Ky
AP
- Near record turnouts
helped defeat legal liquor
sales referendums in two
south-central Kentucky
towns, officials said.
Voters in Glasgow
voted against liquor sales
Tuesday by a final, unoffictal tally of 53,683 to
2.371.
The pro-liquor forces
won only one of, nine
precincts.
The vote was closer in
Franklin, as the dry
forces edged out a victory
by only 318 votes The
final tally there was 1,695
to 1,377.
Officials in both communities said large
numbers of voters turned
out for Tuesday's special
elections
Barren County Clerk
Wilmer I. Hodges
estimated about 70 percent of Glasgow's eligible
voters cast ballots in the
election. He said that was
the best turnout in 17
years.

Workers inside the
courthouse were not
arguing with that statement.
"I think everybody in

/
'Chic scenes' missing in Kiss Me Goodbye
at reasstkl tiiteriers

J U Grow said about 85
percent of those eligible
voted in Franklin He
said Franklin officials

had predicted a heavier
turnout, but he still
classified the election as
a -heavy vote"
The Simpson County.
election was quiet com-

hard form:tor
'Kiss Me Gotxitc.f -- torinci wife. wyi....1a t!.*
a romantic cumeds with only one whoaF0
111%w hill,

a gmmuck You WE, SalField, a widow whose
1
husband died about three
sears hack. is now plannpared to the one in ing to marry Jeff
Glasgow Workers for the. Bridges But the' ghost of
dry forces in Barren Firld's. dead - husband.
County paraded in front played by James. Cann,
of election places carry- shows up to bedevil his

ing signs and singing
songs
About 100 crammed the.
Barren Circuit Courtroom during the final
tabulations for a victory
celebration
"We're very pleased

and feel it's a victory for
our whole community."
said Walter Winn Davis,
co-chairman of
Glasgow's dry forces
Davis said the dry

forces had been concerned because the nearby
town of Russellville voted
wet a little more than a
month ago.
Tuesday's election was
the first legal liquor elettion in Glasgow since

the city is voting," said
elections clerk Worthy
Britt, as totals began to
pile in.
Simpson County Clerk

1936, when the
county voted dry.

entire

The best the ghost 4
is stand ar the end i'410
his old bed and :nake cut.'
remarks w hi,- Jeff
Bridges tries to make'
love to the ghost's former
wife It's a funny *aViii11,
and a little titiltatmg You
see. Bridges i an toils

Death investigation planned

hear Field's end of her
conversation with the
ghost. SCI naturalls
, ora entration oil the mi.
meta keeps orttow Inlet
rupted Outside ,i! "that
!write the ghost dtwesnt
has.. enough 1.:041.1 Ilne% to
all. him to shine
What I missed in Kis.
Mc GtvalbSe.. •Irc Oh On,. settings I set t1nli• (1!
t in rinnantii
oni
rrhes The movie t.s set in
fashionable New Y4k •
but where are the elegant
little strolls doss n Jtti
Avenue, the s-ctines IL

ELIZABETHTOWN. airs 11m, haled that he
Ky iAPi - A Hardin died as a result of severe
County grand jury will in- heart disease
vestigate the death of a
14-year-old Louisville boy
who collapsed while a
resident of a state
juvenile i'enter at
Elizabethtown
The! special session of
tte regular grand jury is
to begin March 21. said
Hardin County Coonmonwealth's Attorney
Dwight Preston.
Dominic Owens died
eight days after collapsing Jan. 11 at the Lincoln
Village'. Treatment
Center Last week a Jefferson County coroner's
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Eastwood Christian School
bonus

School Night
Program By All Students
Friday, March 11-110 p.m.

753-8856
(feA Al

Greathouse has agreed to
allow a second
pathologist to review
material in the case to
give an opinion on the
cause of death

1..111,11111!

the%

(11'11I,

Be free of unwonted hosr for the
fun in the sun of the summer
season For free consultation con
foci Patricia Mull,ns, R E

County Coroner Richard

lii

, !
(:111.`

Electrolysis

As a result of his collapse durAng a group session at the treatment
center, the stata• fired
four of the facilits 's
employees. including as
director The workers are
appealing their
dismissals
At the request of the
bee.'s family. Jefferson

,„ ,

Registratioe For 1114 School Term
Grades K-12
March 25 1:06-44M p.m.
March 26 9-12:00 Now
Place. Eastwood Baptist Church
Hwy. 941
(For Wilma' loforoutimi Call 1511134)

Skin Core Products

MONEY SAVING COUPONS

ACES'
BOBBY 1%.01 I f
Good order i. the foun

dation of all good things
Edmund Burke
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Made ((Ills

North has 'an easy bid
after South opens 'one no
trump His 21 points added
to South's minimum of 16
points, totals at least 37,
enough to justify a grand
slam All that remains is for
South to. win 13 tricks a
task best done by cashing
tricks in the correct order
South wins the first heart
and can count 12 winners in
top cards The best single
chance to develop a 13th lies
with the diamond suit The
diamonds roll In whenever
the suit is 3-3, or whenever

O
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INTRODUCING
I
ECONOMY SIZE SUNLIGHT I
Here's 50C
to prove you can't
have too much
of a good thing. /
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STORE COUPON

even more Sunlight n a big new
40 or economy site along with
- big coupon savings
If you've tried Sunlight with eke 13
cleaning power, then you alteady
know You really tan t have
much of a good thing

J 4 4
•1 1,

Jilt Y

!MIL s

Thanks to you. new SunlIgtlt 1 q,J ,(.1
wtth real lemon juice is a t) (j
su(02.4% So we're bringing yo.,
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• P. Q 109 e

ig

MAC C4K31C01.11t1
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MEI 11=111

on a 12-oz. package of
Nestle Toll House Morsels.

Wk fags

early Is it time to play
diamonds"
If South tries the diamonds first, he must find a
discard on dummy's third
diamond winner If he discards a spade. he will
survive, if he guesses a club
he will lose the slam IS
there a way to avoid the
guesswork"
Before committing himself to finding the right dis
card on dummy s diamond
suit, South should first play
his two four card suits He
cashes the top spades to discover they don't break and
next he tries the clubs
These break favorably, his
last club Is a, winner. and
South has no need for additional winners in diamonds
The best chance in any
one particular suit is not

75
•10 7 4

4

1'41 lorp.i

1981 IN. 444.411.:

Redeem these
coupons at any
store selling
these products.

20

Dealer
Last

Helps Protect All Day Against Perspiration Odor

.5(
01
Ir

All
Pa"

Opening lead Heart 10
synonomous with the best
chance for the entire hand

3
c

1'

2
50( I

Sunlight

I

dishwashing liquid
Save 50C "

Bid with The Aces
South holds

3-9B

50(

•AQII

Ilk S
•A Q 10 511

MIN NMI NW
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•AQS
Nana
Pass

%oath
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ANSWER: Two no trump
Not enough strength to
force with a game demand
and slightly too much to bid
only one diamond Tbe
mg point is picked up tn-Ihe
strong diamond suit.
•• load Wisp earoUsas to The Aces
P0 Ilea 12363 Dents Togas T$2311
esti sall•ailimoit
oitiolopo
'we-,

FREE!
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Schick
RAZORS

See specially marked packages
for details of mail-in offer
NEW'SCHICK DISPOSABLE
RAZORS for maximum
comfort and closeness.
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Consumer Affairs

Summer ton fans run high risk ofdeveloping skin cancer
By SUSAN GILLMORE
Horne EconomicsConsumer Affairs
Murray State University
' As spnng break and
summer tanning seasons
draw near. Americans
everywhere are reaching
for bathing suits and

beach towels Also
preparing for these annual events are manufacturers of sunscreens
which are products used
to protect and to relieve
the discomfort of sunburn
According to an ad-

visory panel of the Food
and Drug Administration, those people who
persist in the-ritual of
summer tanning year
after year run a lugherthan-normal risk of
developing skin cancer
and premature aging of
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tiveness of sunscreens by
using the "sun protection
factor" 1SPF) The
higher the SPF value, the
more protection the pr
duct gives. The effectiveness is rated as
follows
• Minimal — Provides
SPF valise of 2 to under 4,
offers least protection,
permits suntanning.
Recommended for people
who rarely burn and tan
profusely.
• Moderate - Provides
SPF value.ii 4 to under 6
offers moderate protection from sunburning,
permits some suntanning Recommended for
people who burn
minimally and always
tan well.

FIRS
P
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0 010
sell
G
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water

a teas

the skin Those having
light-colored sktn and
eyes and a Northern
European background
are most susceptible to
skin cancer
Very liberal and
regular use of sunscreens
will help protect the skin
from the harmful effects
of the sun's ultraviolet
rays
Sunscreens work by absorbing, reflecting, and
scattering ultraviolet
light which as a result
lessens the amount which
finally reaches the skin
To help consumers
best suited
selctprodu
to
their needs, the FDA has
recommended more informative labeling including rating the effec-
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PET OF THE WEEK — "Missy," a very patio
bobbed tail female,three-years old, Is available for
adoption at Animal Shelter, 105 E. Sycamore Ext.,
just mat of South Fourth Street, operated by
Humane Society of Calloway County. Hours of the
shelter, open to the public, are 10 am. to 5 p.m.,
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday, 10 am.
to noon. Thursday, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Saturday, and
noon to 4 p.m.,Sunday.
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• Extra - Provides SPF
value of 6 to under II, offers extra protection
from sunburn, permits
limited suntanning
Recommended for people
who burn moderately and
tan gradually
• Maximal - Provides
SPF value of 8 to under
IS, offers maximal protection from sunburn,
permits little or no suntanning. Recommended
for people who always
burn easily and tan
minimally
Provides SPF
• Ultra
value of 15 or greater, offers most pi otection from
sunburn. permits no suntanning. Recommended
for people who always
burn easily and never
tan.
The panel has recommended that manufacturers use these ratings
to aid consumers in determining which product to
use according to their
sunburn and tanning
history
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Republican Party State
Chairman Liz Thomas
announced today that
Vice President George
Bush will be coming to
Kentucky in May.
Vice President and
Mrs. Bush will be attending the 109th running of
the Kentucky Derby in
Louisville on May 7th.
Immediately following
the derby the vice president will speak at a statewide republican fundraiser to be held at the.
Ramada Inn, east on
Hurstbourne Lane.
Thomas says plans
have already begun for
the event and she expects
to announce committee
chairmen and details in
the next week.
"We are truly honored
to have the' Oct-president
of the United States",
said Mrs. Thomas. "I
know all Kentuckians
look forward with great
anticipation to his visit."
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1. Leçal Notice
I the undersigned as of
March 9. 1913 will no
looter be responsible
for any debts Other than
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Ballons for all oc
casions, Happy Birth
day. Anniversary, Get
Well. It's a boy, WS a
Girl, many more also
Smurfs, E T Garfield
Phone 136 5S94 for in
formation and prices
These are Helium In
hated My lar tiallons
JEWELRY SALE
Genuine diamond
tewelry, under $IO Free
brouchurif Rush star'
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Mall, MSU, Murray, Ky
47071
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NEW POOD'

•

••,

all

sizes

and

doors and patio door
glass. Make up show
cases and picture
fronds..11•4413 Glass. 814
Con/water Rd. 753 0110

PIECE

CARRY

to

shaves We invest store
fronts, replace
albMinum doors,
closers. hinges, locks
end weatherstrips. we
*948 au ovast nil
storm windows. storm

•

•••Lo,1,4r r

at K•/tur ayr...1
tooled in this ad .

..oly

•

us1•41•Of

•pp1,4 ablo •41.• La•

•
•
•

CARTER STUDIO
4

4 1'1

PACK

1
Oer 11 pun ea ./1 th• tulunal • Original
her tee ru hairs I rispy 1.4 onI 11/1111
1,insil one CS U p.,npar I %I•441.•/ teu pun
g• rst,ly /..• ombr••••••• whits d•ra
r‘rellet• Cuisli..rnor pot all applir sal.
gabs" las i This
good couy rit
keeterby ',bed Chit kart stores hared in
64
COUPON f wP1RES 3.3113
ffile

VERNON'S
ROOMER
TRADING
POST

•
I

•

I

IN an INIIIIIIII111111111111111.11111•0111111111141111•111111•1111418 4111
Coupon load Only lit lite col; ,rs ng stores

,Norm _
1113 Sycamore
753-7101

Mayfield 602 So. Shalt
2474443

Kentucky Fried Chicken.

KNOW THAT
ACCENT!
YOJ'ftE MON
U45441-AND.•
1

Westsr• sad
kilsh Tuck Apparel, ohm end
sod&ler*.

P
?'tir
Ilkwgnes
is Pi
AWN ii,Y714L4V
AO1.09 AO 7AMP-

4

ISM
Odar is

...FOR

/004047dIffit EKAGIC POO?

ha. 12-1

4.1

1 vir

7-B I iii 311. RH LI k, [IMAM

rilniy.A•% SLir. h

q1911.3

X.

Me%

1. NotKe

6. Kelp Wanted

want to Bu

SALES MONEY
MEN-WOMEN

lip

enuretic
n *visited
$ frivol work
end woke

25,000 to
10,000 a year

Nave S mimptes? Cal
1S9•4444 fer as lospirotimool message NI
brightest yew ay•
adldree's toes is
4445.

$sion. CAR
1400126-4175
r 1-100-826 1126.

Contribute
Reminder
to your Poiitical Pally
On Income Tax Return
SI 00 for State Political
Party
SO
Local
for
Poiitical Party

PROCESS MAIL AT
HOME • $75 per hun
dreel'
No experience
Part or full time Start
Immediately
Details
send

GOLD &
SILVER
CUSTOM
JEWELERS
We do custom
work. Size rings,
repair chains, set
stones.
Olympic Moto
Hears:
Doily 10-1
Sen. 12-5
--

So fa

self addressed

stamped envelope to
C R
570. P0 Boo AS
Stuart. FL 33495

Church Nursery Worker
needed for church ser
vice. For information
call 753 6731 after
Clean up man needed
Buffing expertence re
guired 7539184 or 753
0945

1800

tit

634

Good used riding
mower 753 3696

relate

Fenton
unusual
items 302 49; am

John

16 hp

Call Countryside
cry 753 3188

Set of Collier
pedia with
Classic With
POla•Oli

Camera

',avibefrfe-

733 1651

or

Nurs

Ideal

q:11A atiOn

red

bus nes%

Jun or

000k 4Se
One Step

753 9770

Used 2 Row Ford Plan
ter. nice Stokes Trac
tor,' industrial Rd 75)
1319

72. Musical
lisect spinet

Need responsible
mother to babySit on
weekends 753 3230 after
S 30
Will keep and care for
elderly
lady
in our
home
experience and

organs

Call

733 6392

piano

uSed

used

grand

pianos, player piano
practice pianos
Bald
win pianos
organs
Lonardo Piano Co next
to Penney's
Paris
Tenn

73. Exterminating

10. Business Opportunity
your

Kelley's Termite
S. Put Control
Phone 7533914

Application ere being accepted by the
ASerrorg-Cellowey Comity Perks Dept. for
peel mobster sod Ifeleerds. Application say be ebteieeil it the Perks Office, 11th & Peyote Sts., Moos 753)440. quill doodle Merck 17, 11$3.

21. Miscellaneous
AB

Dick Mimeograph
Supplies
and
good
condition, complete
pkg $175 Call 733 1181
for

sale

Firewood. 522 30 a rick
3781 alter Sp m
Marine Batteries
373
CCA. 1139 99 eirc hang,
99
500 CCA. $19
Co
Trolling
Bat
change
',ries
27 series 103
Waiiin
amp
$31 99
Hardware. Paris
C1111 753

Martin Houses
6
rooms, $22 99 12 rooms.
533 99 18 rooms. $4499
74 rooms. $59 99 Wallin
Hardware. Paris
Mr Art Collector heres
your chance to get an
orginal Ken Holland
painting SO2 302 2603
Reminder' Contribute
to your Ftolitical Party
on Income Tar Return
SI 00 for State Political
Party
50 for Local
Political Party

Boyer. 753 03311
Satellite Receiver
System, completely in
stalled and ready to
catch over SO channels
This is a -top Of the
idle- System. 52.930 We
have Murray re
Call 302 676
Winces
3983 or 302 258 5219
Seasoned firewood for
salt Call 7S3 3017
Storage Building for
sale.very nice. 177414
lots Of stereo in top

After 4:30p.m.713 OHL

41111NORNIIINNe

ATAR I

4CARTS
moo CONSOLE
CARTS

2400
Svmstaftler
inntgiusic.

RiCORDS•TAPES•STEREO
West Ky. Polled Nereferds
• assoc.Sew sad Side
Sat., Mara 126
Simi s.s.Seie 12:311p.o.
Mom State University
Murray, Ky.
10 bulls, 46 feseies.

A

lot

within

ttl.tS

fOr
ase t•
3 ci• u me',
Call 491 8343

-

••••
•.

4-tmem+reemm..

county
Washer
•iryer
hook up
stove
and
refr•gerator
492
8925

tter IC` ,y

eirelroprer
1
apt , na,,

tornr'sbe0

8667
I 0, 2
Api
7 rnmerm an

Furnisned
bedroom
Apartments

16th

iouth

153 6609

_
One. or

two

bedrooms

lownlown
r•••
Murray
153 4109
762
6650 or 416 2811
Small two bedroom apt
near university $110 it
month 752 S9V2
Two

bedroom
1'' Peggy
497 8715

TinerS. iBe then &Iv*,
er'9011 and Stratton
engine
5169 99
Wallin
Hardware Rafts

B.Business Services
MOMS TAX SEIM
aro 'preparing ledivideal, Melees.,
form es/ other
WWII. 1104 Pelee,
Merrey. 719-1421
ANIS
TAX soma
492-11462
far oopotassaost.

V.filobils Home Saks
1975 LaVirtfIC• 11x60,
excellent condition,
underpinned. storage
building. after 4:30p.nt.
753-4911.
Two bedroom located
it Riviera Os 52.900
Coll )92 2352

44. Lots for Sale

luple•

Ann

in
F OrrSt
ien,e0
COMPle,ekI0
horse pare
Well .0-,*
i0Yelytog
site
Call 753 9571
II 000

.
n Canter
road

IN ft

_
45. Farmsfor Sale

46.'tfornes for Sale

carpet
bedrborn
Stove refrigerator

with
air
condition

gas
or
heat

S200 month
deposit
required no pets 151
5992

37. Livestock-Supplies
Three pet goats for sale

$SO
_ 436
_ 3435
Three' registered Angus
Bulls
11 months old
Cali 437 4363

frame home
lot Gas

large corner
heat
kitchen

newly
remodeled
range
and
refrigerator
inc lsided
T ransferrable
loan
KOPPEROD
REALTY

raViriTti re
above (.?y
crowds
There

i -Tirg
and
is

e•
•0Orr

evi

in

of this Fans ing
story girder' with
c heS
pe den
towering

one
pro
and

hardwoods

753 1497
and
Dial
Century 21 to show
thiS adventure that
ame on the market
week
Century

ask
you
us'
this

Petsifflies
Puppies

Hound
Champion
Also

Bloodlines
Yr _

entoir
family

breakfasts to
party
dinners

priCed

fancy

ffte 413's Only
value like this in town

tor you if;

don't miss out on this
one
at Century
?t
Loretta
Realtors
Jobs
75) 1492
By Owner. -3 bedroom
: bath home, located
at 1616 Oakhiff Drive in
Westwood Sub has. base
air
and
heat
board
- onditon
Only lived .0

year

Old

11. Public Sale

me
Owner • newly
modeled, two
Story

house

b
i,yaese
pin7ee
r,
00
em
n
D
uctied
,

with

ahe
ra
atg e
.s sbua:rin

roan (10Se to

1

downtown

0 00

307 Smola 1 1 Hi
Set. 12th
9.5 p.m
Fortora, motorcycht,
clothes, odds .ft41
1.14k.

43. Real Estate
STROUT
REALTY

Pintos & Thermo
leseraice &
Reel Wets
Seitlishie Caw Sq.
Mine , Reetediy
7134411

sleeping

,n
!Or ,iCO
Onvenent

o.n.ng

W

d.

es, r

gas heat
,'5.1 Wale/5)ON
See this beau177ri m
maintained older home
with over an acre lot
...sale the city limits
Thar! are 4 bedrooms
2', baths, central gas
heat firepia( e storage
SPCC galore and a nice
screened patio
K 0P
PE RUD REALTY 75)
146
bedroom br
1': baths and
beaufy
shop city water, fenced
in bark yore concrete
drive 3 miles _from town
on
121 South
75)6520
after ipm
Three
bedroom
house at end of

in
v.•th

e•i ellen?
3. BR

And. gar

Our Monist In yes
revs off.
0841110wriftsi

Yr,

Sp ar

anan,.ng

10'8
;
L an

„

It

•Li 4Ly•

h •'

'

ow

r;

LAO
Ile Sia'n

as,•••

51 Campers

Aluminum

751 7724

l.,mily

idinq

iook

rorn
,

out

52 Boats Motors

Make.: this

•

(en

'S 1

733 1873

I

WO

•'• •

the -

of

Appliances
,onditioner

In •

an •
ai•
Pr
•

SI:

at

"

Spent
,

733 7721

ri.
'4.r .1;

Near.n si,J

•

k•

new 3 near
house
c•
•
/Sj Jrit

•
'
•„,,,

rur

ROOF
PROBLEMS?

information

17 Motorcycles
1974 354

,
•,5.1 s

"

qtevtras 417 .4818

,
too y,,r

•

cOnclition
m
19(12

73) 4795 after

75) 0928
1987 vaniar
ss,
i 440 miles
new ,Call 75) 4661

Si,,.
•e

1 95 )
a.11%.§6
Wheeler 1000 nia
e. Tr
r d • I.

rear

WO

Ire
“' 1 ,

49181115

49 Used Cars
1963

imp,- A

OW ytler

",14'E1
S,4
•

t,a

••'•
antral
SlSC f•rrr•

50• •••
'MOIC•
,•10
vsi

IT
It
I .t)r.ru.A...
.11,nr .(ru,•,er
•
SI SAle
,•.1-Ier
0 I berialat%
„tun. h
dihrldh T r filer one

1961

1

Camaro
i

•
80.if and
One (
ys,tor ticiyie f t, ,

• •

Onfit:ned
$S SO.
1+7/ Lio ,. ow - 51
41. :500+

53 Services Offered

gold

bid ik

754%064x

alter

Sp m
Dodge

Dart

go ,

Wall,
1979 Camaro
air
Sport
Pt)
p5
AM FM 8 track

manual trans
speed
mission
19611 Datisuo
Pickup
77 000 Btu
window

air

1979

All typos roofing
lecoi references. fro.
Estisootas. All work
guaranteed. Days
753 6511, nights
739 IBM

ronditioner

Cal i 15.1 veil
Subaru

APPL

41
exrei

Brat,

000 actual miles
lent
oriddion 53.500
CCII 751 037) before

7p in
1911 Olds Cutiass Ste
Ion Wagon p s
p b
I local owner
loaded
37 v.. miles 433 4390
CANS sell - for $11795
lavefagel
Also Jeeps
Avaitabfe' 41

✓ ICE

ANCI
Kl.nrnure

W estinghouse
Wn.ripocii
;1 years
experience
Parts
Bobby Hrr) ; . •
service
Bob S
Apo!.an( e
SIP'
v ice 207
7S] 4 8 7 1'75) 8 I 8
nom.'

PASSIVE ANI SOUK MK .4111EitS
Worland iesigoor all builder. Cow

435-4152

lane

marl leaSt of

Murray.

garage,

air
and

Gov't
for al
Auctions
For Directory call 805
5076000 Eat 8155 Call
',fundable

traded or Needy. Tripp Williams 43-2415,
Builder eel hal Estate ardor.

SHOEMAKER
AUCTION

I.

li!ey 1A3

759 171

HODGES
TAX SERVICE

759-1425'

a ••

air
p ti
O s
ondition 436 5454

WV 11

Can Will

7 Years Experience
Located in Murray at 1104 Pogue.
Coll Mike for your Income Tax
needs.

ROSS
ROOFING

soee‘;

ond,r,on

ItlIMICIS

"
I

La Baron
CA' TS3 115 1
Can be seen 821 NW,
19m after 4 r

j000

Hoed a second
opinion?
Build up
Or Residential.
Local references.
Cell Hugh Outland

Co

Serrico
vlotl

t S

••

c II

att., ap

kdoreas,tri
I 00
new

oior

A some
JIMA,.

Service
Electrical
Plumbing
Well Pumps
ILL. Ford

. frame

country

houses I

Jack Glower

.

'

for oll

Loreft:c iehs
Ivy;

Bedroom
frame• hOti•re
On 51 fit re Large V.2., I'

to ,sell

k

"

JuCI

on the market
tur y- 21
RealfOrS

•

hOMe

tarn ily

Aluminum

stops pointtnq

"If'

kit

u SnADed

Vinyl

and

and

row,

oolkero

lands. aped
Dream s.recl beor,
.

House

•

'Nor
19 1 '.1... •

rtria•lable
ow
Call `tpan•,

Odlecl

and
kitchen

your

.1,1

•

i•,,

50 Used Trucks

oar,

129 000
Realty Aso.

Fun

CHIN CHIN
CHIMNEY SWEEP
162 4792
435 4348

Owner

b'
- 1%

,„

Moine Siam.• 781•5725.
M..'4 • /51•3814
08111,11dry • ift•t114
losess • 758•1437.

%..

1. ,
,

e",„) r`e•

shopp ,ng

Appiiance

repair

work

all Wand& Special's. in
Tapper tall 753 3341 sir
354 6936 Earl Lovett
Bob's Home Improve
merit 1? years building
e•porience
remodel

.ng

additions

work,
some

concrete

general
C•ii
maintainer
repairs,

753 4501

WANTED!
PANCAKE EATERS!
Annual Civitan Pancake Day
March 12, 1983, 5 a.m.-2 p.m.

TRENHOLM'S
RESTAURANT
Chestnut Street

JC & C
COMPANY
Siding: Vinyl, Aluminum & Steel
SO Year Warranty
Overhang: Aluminum 30 Warranty
Roofing: Steel & Aluminum
Standing Seam Steel Roof
Aluminum Storm Windows /doors
Free Estimates
Cal Today 759-1600
Day/ Might

FOR SALE
First Assembly of God
twined At The Corner Of 1616 & GLeridele la
Money

RATIFY'S CARPET
CLEANS

01104, 7111•1 40

104$. 12th, Storm
Ay.
Solos Associates,
Moos

r

•

COtLECTORS
ITIM
Last yam for thi. Cony or tibia s
1176
Coilillec El Dorado,
flemishion ivory, matching top and interior,
Neu Michelin, 35 000
miles, mint condition.
51,000. Call 153
81 20 after S p

home
for

sh.Ovaa• Co,,..'.
11011.1s

11111sysfea• C

or

L A •

Jobs

t,

•OOM

Ut•lrtY

1971

•Jrnished.

Cen

Age. 'Weil. mai.,•tert
natural gas "can

Telt or rent.

4 bedroom

tr.0",

And

romodations Call
Ivry 21 Loretta
Realtors at 75) 1497
E Ora
0. , •

id

conditioners
fireplaces 75)0019

Warp Cases to Cow
Meyers hew learyelber•
lalabie Urines Uwe I 91111
1912 Cafidioweer need
ilaerlfedie 41217
(SW /S3 1116
&reline
Al I. 111111011
bretter
Unused& Sealed

'
A.', •

•

'lunar.
famii,

those tour
and tor° tu ,,
Oaths lust the answer tc

Zoned
for
lausirs
ane nessesCaff
oop m
753 0569

,nc,tion

Three Party
Moving Salo

e.

as

'

The

CredrOOMs

11

753 isiltS

Call

By

AKC

female
Bassett Hound spayed
IS)
good family or
9716 after)
22

where
you"Il
everything from

rrOOO frame

Bassett

AKC

ng 753 1492
BECAUSE CHILDREN
GROW
and houses

1,..t( hen

and

equipmen t
•
'Itn0

and

753 1777

one

storege

Pe:ted

d0n't here ,s a spay'ow,
/our
bedroom
borne
"an 'Pi( ;ring -aatiO

Two bedroom house in
Hazel. stove. refrigera
tor and partly fur
dished 1530k?

m

::•
,na 'e,'

fro,
Tr',
has space for

House
is
cOrad /on

74 acre farm 101 ATed
rrrrtes t-ast at Cleirtir Ott
Hwy 1146 Call 437 4495
435 44115 _after Sp m
or
•-k

eitement

the

room

a. re's

4 WOOcled
* 0
S rt

1 1
Jobs
Realfnrs
your' (ail
•PPreciateS

RI)01115 for Rent

39•••

tops

C step
terrace

the outdoor

orelta

TwO

the ad,ac en,

separate dining room
lit.T( hen
'Me
U Shaped
plenty of counter
'
,as
COO CUPIVL,rd spa e
There .s even a pan', .
• ne 'Am.', room fun

IttfraIsSt
leytt Ittswylr
Err S8380

on

hospital
preterre
497

couples

and

•00m

NCCVI

Bedroom

32. Apts. For Rent

electrtc

SEASONED
FIREWOOD Call John

POOL MANAGER &
LIFEGUARDS NEEDED

Fer Rent

14 Houses for Rent

IN

phones

sewer and
frontage
water ^000 uo fee
already paid Call 733
3903

Girls rooms fur rent 1
block from University
113 lin or 739 9380

Baby chicks
Call 419 7224

Sts•c lett s
AMC

true,

traditronel

'e f-ne layout featw
o center en,ran,e
A •
• ••••
wardrobe
loser
there •5 Oh,
• •- en
•armal
',on@
i,y.ng

ap
Choice -Tht
bury Subd

753 4 758

33

Will to Odd lobs.. house
clean, baby sitting, etc
Call 762 4253

B IG MONEY
SPORTS , Own

• f,as a
•

after

Morehouse
Storm,* Specs

apt%

753 7432

references

pro

3230

month

Contra,
' Bill
Kopperud 733 1 777

Encyrio

19. Farm Equipment

E per ienc ed T ypiSt
Will do typing in Ty
efficient
home
Fast
and reasonable

or

tessionac othre use
per

Or01/1410j

,trr
' OriS
and ,s but
any

Camaro

753 1466
402 MOS

this exceptional floor
'an Further this de's

Anu Imam

00r

1 9'
9
relic++.

f_a ro I,

omplete

Roberts R•ilti

N. Business
Rentals
.
-

condi' on
good
Must
sell to pur na•re larger
equipment
ommeri( at

JI

53 Services ofterec,_

53. Services Offered

541 SOO 753 4091

3 BR. newly
natural gas
Or ele(fr ,C heat
Shady
Oaks 7S3 3209
Trailer for rent- see
Brandon Dill at Dill's
Trailer Court

mower der k riding
1987
mower
$2 000
Case 1 4 hp 111 thOWer
deck
Both
52 400

air .- ondit,on

al' 0 ei0Ok
workshop
arport
re*
deep well t'
Pleyy 94 East P• r

A 17 or
turn,sised

IT.

Or .i.

carpet

of

Off

21. Mobile Home Rentals

glass

Deere

lust

Tnree
gas neat

Mobile home /ono lot 2
tredroOm 17105 close to
'Ake
For .nformat on
ail 436 7113

De

1S. Articles for Sale
1981

lots

49. Used Cars

bedroom

Highway sis East One
lot rented for extra
income Mobile home is
tu•nshea• $11 SOO '

pression glass
Fosto
ria Cambroge. Fiesta
Jewell Tea Blue Riau,

-

GOVERNMENT JOBS
own sporting
goods
v a rtbirt-parSrtrbni. business! ,
spoR
available through local CIRCLE will
stiOw you
government
agencies
the way. Be affiliated
poten
520,000 to SSO 000
With an international
tial
Call (refundable) franchise, earn big
1 (619) 569 0304 dept
profits. full or part
K Y 114 for your 1983 time' 12,400 gets you
directory 24 firs
started! Call BILL
WARD collect (7)71
General Sales Manager
We offer a challenging 421 6910 or write SPORT
position with excellent CIRCLE. INC , So 9th
growth potential, salary St
Stroudsburg, Pa
Plus bonus, company 18360
car, expense- account
Ext•ntive training
program and fringe
OWN TOW IMO MOM
benefits. Resporsible for
MAN AND SPORTSWIAI
sales. marketing
STOR1
strategies and de
velopment of personnel
Matiorul • nnipant offer•
Advancement depends
tempo., opportunity selling
on your performance
nationally ••I•ertited
and desire to move
subritantral sat
branda
ahead. Degree in
ings to your • ustorneri Ttua
marketing or business
I. roe the fashion minded
person qualified to own and
preferred. Send resume
operate this Pugh profit
and include salary his
business
tory to P.O. Box 1040A
Murray
130 000 00 Ins estment in
• lodes beginning inr owe,
Licensed practical
fisher, supplors Owning
nurses. Apply at West
grand opening rind •ir fare
View Nursing Home
'1
person to •-orpor•te
1101
South 16th
training • enter
Murray. Ky.
Marketing Sales oriefv
Ted person, must be self .
ruis KNOCHUlta; AM)If.
('ALL. T01.1
motivated. Call collect.
I"Purr 141111•21144.1111
82-1
1735 for
atm:ointment

aAa

Iwo

lawn

T V tower Call 492 8730
after So m
WANTED-- •Gfiss and
Pottery
made ter fee
JO's
1970's
and 40's
for

tor Sale
M. Homes
_„.

A beginners luck will be
with the purchase
of tnis mobile nom* and

16. Home Furnishings

111164Urld

6. Help Wanted

American Coins
Inroorplk 1065 Calf

Buying

NIA X 310 31
:
0

13. Real Estate

Secretary receptionist
for doctor's office Must
Couch. excellent con,t.
have excellent secrete
makes- into bed
r al skills. should
be tion
areer oriented. salary 540 7330736
ommedsurate with Hot Point refrigerator
skills
Send typed re
freezer Good condition
sume to P 0 Box 1040B
Ice maker
4 yrs old
Muirax_lCiic_412071- - 436-54170--TEXAS OIL COMPANY
needs mature person
tor short trips sur
133
Massey Ferguson
rounding Murray
Con
Tractor. 400 hours new
tact customers . We
condition
train
753 4389 or
write W
753 5960
Dickerson, Pres
Southwestern Petro
800 international Hi
leiJm. 'Box 789. Ft
Box
Call Mayfield
Worth. Tx 76101
342$61

9. Situation Wanted

LOS? Rolliveiler dog.
black and tan has a gold
cdller lost in the vicinity
Call
of North 16th St
753 0195 Reward
Lost black and tan full
grown female Dober
man, family pet Please
call 435 4597
Reward
_offered.

micoisain M

Next door to Bunny Bread.
Win have a new supOly oi living room
suites, oak furniture and brass.
Celebrating First year of business. Open
Friday Ind Siturila'y driTZ

753-0262 or 753-1324

aIMO=

1

eel,.06. swore feet,
1ur morissi doggie..
Fr.. Estimates.
71t.1$3
GENERAL NOME
REPAIR '15 siCSIS ex
penance Carpentry
cdncrele. plumbing
rooting, 'riding NO
10B TO 'SMALL Free
estimsites Days 753
•
6973.niglittil1 2'176

We hey. eartgreint ism pretest facilities sod isseAl
90 niece's. loteiested portOss es, cell 713-

4411S, Pasty Derrell Isissity.

I'‘i./ i H TIFF MI RR 4
,,
,t,tc/ rigs.

IPIXIJla 1!Mi.%

edareda . March 1. IMP

w„,4

OAST•TO•COAST

d
m
o

9 ASTONISHING HOURSP8M 12 TO 91
ANNOUNCING!

BASSETT GUN CABINETS

A CHANCE TO OWN THE FURNITURE YOU WANT AS
STORES ACROSS AMERICA OFFER THE BIGGEST
SAVINGS EVENT IN HISTORY! HURRY!

198"

leg 1199 95

ANNIVERSARY YEAR
THURSDAY. MARCH 10. HUNDREDS AND HUNDREDS OF AMERICA'S BEST RETAIL
STORES WILL OPEN THEIR DOORS TO OFFER SENSATIONAL REDUCTIONS ON EVERY
ITEM IN EACH STORE (NOT JUST BASSETT PRODUCTS')ITS YOUR CHANCE TO TAKE
PART IN THE GREATEST FURNITURE SALE IN AMERICAN HISTORY' HURRY' DON'T
MISS OUT'

BASSETT QUEEN SIZE SLEEPER'

$43800

41
00.1ai •PIIISANe
“Aweaan rer
111A1 • Mr. • •

11•1 WI 9S

$59800
NEW'

te .

$15800

lag 1299 95

REVOLUTIONARY!

TWIN SIZE MATTRESS SET
,

.".`.

LIVING ROOM

.

,r • N..)•64 Ce.d.V tvo,

1.9 S39I IS

5348"
$2199.95 DINING ROOM SUITE
51198"
P re, ,at) e

l9

YOU'LL LOVE IT!
gr.r.• bedrooms ...
pos• 004 d..rs sir.

r...1 b.g

had .or 9

14,

$575.95 Sofa IL Choir

t 48
C
bock oll sena Ow%

7 17

Ong

map.* rob* W

I

YES! THERE'S MORE .
17439 91

....-,...
,_.o s•
•'
:',. ...*0, pos.dor p." 6o.

$69800

INTRODUCING!

BASSETT VELVET SOFA
AND LOVESEAT

(no
$1981°
$599.95 %item Site SI“por
1,9 r ororso '
$ w• r,w
(nor sposod wood r."

114 won ,,. rievitt SOlo
•• •_ .•16,-;• (*WOW(o 0yie

.1001 ,,Vbe (0•••
3P

CHAIRS
& ROCKERS

569800

$499.95 BEDROOM SUITE

Amor,or

I

o‘ws•co lops

,19800

2

I

MISCELLANEOUS

Olds
••

$128.1

•••.-•
•,••

1

•

SHOCKING'

I

$249.95 LANE LOVE CHESTS
(Pow* of Oros 004404 of
.r.wd

wood lops °II'

$198®
$4,4800
I

*Ad . A

$79.95 VICTORIAN PLANT STANDS/110e

GLASS TOP DINETTE

pedws191

(..... 0,

$34800

es. 110 91

I

MARVELOUS!

KROEHLER CHAIR SLEEPER

10, g• ....e. No. Mar rs..ss ....c.
a .., be.

'1986'

•
- Sas 1.119 91

AS ADVERTISED
NATIONALLY ON
5 NBC'S
IODAY
ANIIIICA'S

NOMI

co WRINGS SAU IVIR...5PONSOSIO IT

a

W10

FAMOUS BRANDS! $79.95 BASSETT MIRRORS
Oft yeuv of tweis pies rnwron Owsw• 02
*Swift*
•11.meider
slwfot
C.""PPw
.
•Le- -ley
*Lase
'Dew
$149.95 HITE STANDS AND TABLES
*Maly
•Iteeltime
One group of odd of Ilnworwww90 Ode of 0awls,
*few**,
'Was so.onal 11949

$381

I.

AND

MULev MORE'

DUNN'S FURNITURE
• WAREHOUSE
U.S. 641 N.

97r

BRASS HALL TREE
V.r.orwar brass pia•rrd 4o1I tre. A
61 nr. 'tern
Ivr11I.On04 and 6.11.(0,

Newsy, Ky.

OSA"n kW* t,yl.ng (hOK•
CO

TREMENDOUS!

sc.*.al deco/wog .evrt! $19r

BUNK BED SET
wood bunk Dods
fT10*1,01l111

'78 a

4.0 95

70 y,
nipped.,
I.,,,'

'pp 1.51,03.01-151/03
1

C111110111

QUEEN ANNE PLANT STAND
rriw

fw..sb
leg $31 IS

RIDICULOUS!

Scars/Apr Living leen

per sot

now, Wu* solo and chow
&toe
two.w •wposod sohd wood

$399.95 Owes IllieNritiSet
10 r voranfire rnildeurr.
991N
Ism WO of Podding

THOUSANDS OF ITEMS
NOT USTI() HEM!
MANY ITEMS ARE ONE
OF A-KIND OR LIMITED
STOCK
EVERYTHING
AT
TAGGED
SAVINGS'

SPECIAL

owl

gogyr.rut srand NA 12 go
worbli !op 5,01 fruOvrood

or

gwor°moo
s...00 vow
sr Ito

$29800

JUST ARRIVED?

Weed Tables

sm.

l.orfsprVir

SOW'S

der

$59800

ona maw., On0•11, fix
I
11319.93

MAGNIFICENT!
TNAT INTIM 1101151 R141...01 FINS SW
MINIM TN MO CAN II YOWL MT 3,
4, 5 Of MORE ROOMS FNU AND IASI
MINDIUDS AND NVININTIN OF DOLLARS
NOW?

CREDIT TERMAI
•A SPECIAL CREDIT TEAM
WILL BE HERE TO ASSIST
YOU,
•EXTRA SALES PEOPLE
WILL BE HERE TO

SERVE YOU'
NA SPECIAL WAREHOUSE
CREW TO HELP WITH
DELIVERIES'

.
753-3031

SAISM,,..AUOT/5 SWIM NEDOCTIONI

NOM"I a" "I"
Cial "MN"
IPAP1/001/CTII

'389

$71.15

$299.95 Velvet Weeseock Choirs

MATTRESSES
$749.95 Meg Sodding sap

'f'Llehe S.1

7 'obi* t)viol am) )
tyPei r.4 Oros mow,. two
Ind 4(Ars

ewe, of clo/0"
ChOeLe
:a.m.% 'Voris crow to lb*
wolf

Cifetwn

Cry. so4•2 cod and 006
ocio.o.no4 slow we. st anewswad

568"

TERRIFIC!

981a

5299 95 'artless Willswey

,abie
Moly Odd TelHes

Swivel lecher
Us'

4
I.w..., r.....sdoo twit bed *.
mow's* (awereolt .10 MO% Mori
. deter*, food ant 409
...... LW,One la ma 10, 17199 91

and C,^e s1

•0+ I I.,

won
(how, of (Woof el end

$1379.95 OAK BEDROOM SUITE

eutqlor. •• ad
,
ho
,I Mt 1....1•4
(Ow.

tVrl.s

keve.ty( finednork

kr'.$1
bed and Oh

$49800

OUTRAGEOUS!

CAt40.14,0141

of reclood
Or bow rots* Nwon
w4f1 gloss own. a cane ,n ill
ten

',w k.. chow 2 e.0

KING SIZE ELECTRABED

ALL WOOD STUDENT DESK
04•0.y 1014 p,C 422.‘011 1/9
"
Polo(r fop chdd s room
t $419 IS
I.

$-159.95 IlimseM

flondo Gob lwirsfs swab
~co% choir ant bed

$199.95 Velvet

MIRACLE!

S24800

•

(0.11 47 efelavrOyl

5298"
$2399.95 CHERRY BEDROOM SUITE
4980owed
.
$649.95 OAK BEDROOM SUITE $448
CAA•01` A,ww

s
,rosm
br

',Om.

5549,9$ Ireekle. Recliwors

3.4.41

6 PC. WOOD ARM
LIVING ROOM
and www Iv oftomer Soo.''
dwelt*. °Oren rwyror

lamps

1.1 119 IS

row. ch.,

,het. cir.0
^•00t.0.1.0 Lordeit 4c. $poor Powwow
,

stdwd

.

OUTSTANDING'

'Ars

ss
114
•
g
,

TABLES
$179.95 Sossift Glees Tables
sesue, s 010 I labia.

BEDROOM

5598"

LAMP SPECIAL
On* cyouo of wood

EVERYTHING REDUCED'

$3980.

5899.9$ Wood Arse Sleoperr
caw*. $11 ...0%1 of iv 004 $43808

- .

1.1 1111411 91

WATERBEDS-SHEETSCOMFORTERS- AND OTHER ACC.

5319.95 IN.. Size Shoper

Kroehler Sofa and
Love Seat ," s,79, 91
Is.
'

SLEEPERS

1498°°

IMPORTANT!

1198"

.00

DACCA",nUIP4 One 10 SA"

ViDCKI

pe<

fon•Sh

los Sill IS

(°snooper
Chow, of (040,1

$11
$599.95 7 PC. WOOD DINETTE

I

To,(Pung

Bwo...IJA pow oo wood becPoorn
nola &ass., ond large (hos!

RECLINERS
$349.95 Wellewey Redo*,

,30.

L,.ef

.

•I,'

11

PAUL BUNYAN BEDROOM SUITE

DINETTES

$199.95 CHROME DINETTE

S99 9S SO.a awii

one,

TabloA chcws
"Ch,n0
/ "
4

SAVE 100/o • 200/o •30% UP TO 60% OFF!

'14800

NEATER VIBRATOR RECLINER
„ t , ,,, .,.,...
r *

ITS EASY'

COMPARE'

LIVING ROOM GROUPS FAMILY ROOM GROUPS SOFAS CHAIRS LOVE
SEATS - ROCKERS RECLINERS - HIDE-AWAY BEDS BUNK BEDS - MATTRESS
SETS IN ALL SIZES TRUNDLE AND MATES BEDS DINING ROOM SETS
DINETTES TABLES LAMPS - ACCESSORIES SECTIONAL SOFAS - BED
ROOM SUITES MODULAR GROUPS - OPEN STOCK BEDROOMS - DESKS
CHESTS - WALL UNITS THOUSANDS OF ODDS AND ENDS SLASHED TO SELL'
DOZENS OF SPECIAL FACTORY PURCHASES' EVERYTHING ON SALE''

STARTLING,

.

T

$499 91

BASSETT DINING ROOM!

NO ITEM WILL BE HELD BACK!

COMPLETE WATERBED
...
• e .1

144

3 Pc. Bassett Pine Bedroom

DUNN'S ENTIRE $300,000.00 SELECTION WILL If REDUCED FOR A DAY OF
SAVINGS! PLAN TO SHOP FOR HOURS! SAVEI

1•1 1199 95

.

•

.,1(.11.5 S" •

of tee !awe • .
beautJui from fLassio.

r

llog 51141 IS

IT'S THURSDAY! 12 TO 9 AT
DUNN'S FURNITURE WHSE.!

MAGIC'

3 PIECE BASSETT BEDROOM

•

2 LAM(

BASSETT IS PROUD TO SPONSOR AND COORDINATE THIS GIGANTIC
FURNITURE SALE AS AN APPROPRIATE "FINALE" FOR OUR 80TH

SENSATIONAL'

••

.298
.

SET OF THREE BASSETT TABLES!

12 NOON HURRY FOR BEST SELECTION!
IT'S 12 TO 91 •1 DOORS
OPEN

NES

R

eft

Gb Krogering and

TER

Prices effective March 9th thru
March 15th in:

Murray, Ky.

on these great

OuarwItzarlWa
avritem
res=.41.
3 Mom
krogodealert
AM to
The

Ammemommor
U.S. Govt. Graded
Li
Choice Beef

Frozen Stewing or

Shoulder Baking
Roast
Hens
ADVERTISED ITEM POLICY

John Morrell
Bo Coklen smokeci
neless
Hants
$
/99

lb

•

38

loch of these dierns is required to be c•odily available for
sole 40 each Mroger store except as .pecificotly noted in
this ad If err do run out of an advert,sed item we will of
lei you your choice of a comparable item ivrhen available
'elle tinq the some savings or a Rain (heck which will
entitle f OU to purchase the advertised item at the adver
tised prices any time within 30 days

Round
&Me
am ow
Short Ribs
U.S.D.A. Choice Beef Bose-11

,English
Roast

Holly Faros(Fryer Backs...lb 29c)

79c
Hat
it; $168 Brisket
5229

Fryer Wings.
—1561Filin

Leg-O-Lamb

leo 0 lamb
SI 21

178 Bacon

Mho 910frell SOffeltiS

Holly Farms
lb

SWF I norloa
SaNINISausiee

lb

258 Pickles

lb

1

$329

21b.
13119.

Country Sausage

IO
12 02
pa g

Mrs oNt3iitt S
14 01
tub

Pimento Spread

Genuine,iean(Any Size Package)

Al Varieties

m.
Catfish Fillets

lb

Little Sizzler

.c aussen

Cube
99c Steaks

Sliced & Eat Ham

HOtR1e1

AN Varieties 24 Oa. or 5201

U.S.D.A. Choice Beef Family Pak

lb

Chicken Bologna

lb

U.S.D.A. Choke Beef Bootless

lb

acid lab Man

U.S.D.A. Choke

lb

$158 Pork
Neckbones

Ground
Chuck

Jiffy
Dinners
149

$188

lb

tiimumminNimorr„e

AllIMMO*

Fresh Seafood

Pox Deluxe Pizza
Al Varieties Serve & Save

Lunch Mats.

139
‘1

CnteetS
S
M

i
N l
aitOriten

Fil ets• 9379

sirs
a

Sam Crab Linters

•

Not w INN Illag OM,

'---

/.11smonsticks

I 4f0c

12 or
Pig

Liver Cheese

Dinner Style Fillets 141 '11111

Meat Bologna

CNUCII MAI
I? POUNDS OF AllAT
POOR MAK
All FOR ONLY
FRYIR QUANTUM
SMOKED SAUSAGI
I or frontior
GROUND OM
*MAGI Pou Pitt
$I 17

$1995

•FREEZER REEF.•
cut a weRprio re you,%Milo(Moon
0081111AIIS
(111(11 Olen you'at0641
U S GOVT GRAND 040101 WF

Whole Beef Side

LI

U S. GOVT GRAM 0401C1 OUP

Forequarter.

LI

Hindquarter .
Oscir Nom i12 II NO 55l'

120?
pkg

fdps

Cooked Ham
06411111intl12

I sli

LI

el pg. 31St'

Chopped Nam

is:
pie

1711

KROGER COST CUTTER ECONOMY MEAT BUYS
ausiserNew me

Wriev
sgs
"""or

bag CMG SW Wows of

Minh Whim Fraoks

• BONUS BUNDLE •
• 310$
• 3 LIS
• 4 LOS
• 4 LOS
(Circle
• I IRS

U.S GOVT. GRA01110 CRIME SW
12 02
pkg

Sausage

UOVCreadr,Snaked,or

*2"

Chicken Wieners

Revisals Mem Alois

Silver Salmon
mi vanilla Snot obi
Birfitos

$1

'kw

Grill Patties

Few nags Cliwkwagss w

12
;

Nally Farms

1242. 69c 404
iivr7747aissaw 99c

1
$
2
99

747rth Fillets

109
lb

1

\I it'

Chunk Bologna

10on. 99C

Tema
k
ti

melsols"=1111Milr

1 Good Anythrrel

orau
lvertsch- &Via=
limm
dmin vftlywr cutter
.. eV wieners U
$1

cen
i
eriaaPal 1

costroclig
uldige

,$ip,

sliZig7tri
sausage

,ric

FrOilIft

Fryer
Livers
Lts1129

IL

Let's go Krogering for the best of everything including the price
PAGE ONE A U
•

•

•11. •

AT KROGER

Cutters

.Dew,
Diet Pepsi or

Kroger/
1
2%

Pepsi
Cola

Low-Fat
Milk

2 liter bottle

plastic gallon

109
5
II9

Chef Boy

12121 19C
Ar Dee

Beef or
Mini Ravioli

89

15 oz

can

Purex

Medium
Ens
c
59

Bean
Coffee

Regular Flavor

Maxwell
House

Log Cabin
Syrup

1 lb

can

•

$249

1 lb bag

Docarftliated

'a 99

Good To The Last DrOp

SW Ming

Laundry
Detergent

Spotlight
Fresh Ground

Doper Wooed
Black Pepper

Assorted Flavors

Big 'K' Drinks

U.S.D.A. Grade'A'
Kroger

Kroger Cut or French Style

179

24 oz
btl

16 Oz.

Save 10%

99c
99c
Omega Corn Meal
454 $100[
Bix Mix
Alp.
co
d
I oz slog
Beef Chunks
Cheetos Brand
Self Itisieg

Sblaqb

Martha Witte Flapstax or

$449

147 oz
box

Assorted Sort Omits

Bathroom
Tissue

$1119

4 roll
pkg.

Diet Shasta
Bordeo s Noo-Oalry Creamer
Cremora
Realm*

16 oz
31!

•
5? 01

Lemon Juice

$239
Pie $239
lupg g3c
5129
15004

Steak Sauce

Gala
Towels

ft 79c
85 SCa:
roil

Kraft Quarters
Parkay
Margarine

$I29

Marto/ Flagon
Yubi Yogurt
Amer

Skim Milk

2tat 79c
punk wig

Sherbet
mock
Creamside
AnGeted Phial

99C

89c

2

Gentle Touch

11b.

OW Coast

Chicken Broth
mom
Corn Oil

12 in

S

52 01
tt

Gold Dollar

Hot
Sauce

29c

607.
btl.

21c

20 oz
box

5169

10 it
patli

99c

Pure Vegetable

Chef-Way
Shortening
5lb

can

265

$

reiloo or Matte
Kroger Hominy
Siewboat Dry
Biackeye Peas

25c
29c
41 39c

14 SoL
c

1S:
t.

Cost Cotter

Solid Margarine

SPECIAL COST CUTTER SAVINGS
III
4
. N do
Assorted Shampoo or
Minty Fresh
suave

Conditioner

59c

Krogor Wevidoally Wrapped Sikes
Cheese Food

Raisin Bran
Assorted Flavors
Wrigley Gum

49c
29c

Vienna Sausage

26 oz
box

Post Cereal

/
mu

17tilt
/

lath Soap

Cottage
Cheese
:1
1
oz.tub

100 cl

Tea Bags
Cala
Family Napkins
AN Woos,Omer
Pine Sol

Kroger Small or Large Curd

24

Iodized Salt

311c

14' ;OZ.
Can

Sweet See

liz13041

1

slag
$179
svg

Al

Colorful Assortment

Cost Cotter

Mew Flavored Saxlis

beg

Aurora Prints or White

Green
Beans
00

cans

sbqIb

Omega Flour

is $319

Kroger Coffee

5129
79C

Cinnamon Rolls
Skeen Spread
Country Crock
I% $179
Kroger Cbsek or Mod
5".
Mild Cheddar Cheese

16 oz.
btl.

I

I

a

990

scope

Tk Mouthwash
2
15

24°2
bd

Solid Anti-Perspirant

Denture Deemer

Lady's
Choice

Efferdent
Tablets
40Ct. $1169

2 oz.
stick

$1197
IN

or 40
Analcin-3

GO Ct. tablets
Ct. Capoulos
illaxkomen4bilngtli

!vow
ow
chow $987

a.

,

•

oft

taxati
civ•
cimeo
oi
rre
Tablets
227

ct
POW

••••

LET'S GO KROGERING FOR THE BEST
PAGE TWO U

•

1

6 Pack Homestyle
or Buttermilk

Assorted Frozen

Jeno's
Pizzas
101/2

-

4 7',.•-•

TA \

oz. pkg.

Kroger
Biscuits

Ice
Cream

9,

$0199

99
Mozzarella Mese:: 5129

English Walnuts 1201 5199

Ice Cream Topping 12 1 79c

Corn
Flakes

79c

18' :02
box

box

WITH COST
BRANDS
CUTTER
and other Sooper Cost Cutters!
Beg G Cereal

utter
Tomato Catsup

tt
bi
S2o

Cost Cotter Soon or Criactry

18 oz
jar

Peanut Butter
Assortod Froze,

10 or
pkg

G&W Pizzas

93C

5119
79C

Sandwich
Bread

Pinto Beans
Borden s Dime Brand

14 01

Condensed Milk

Can

12 o•
can

24 oz
oaf

11 ca $

59C

arii
S2Co

Similac Liquid

Armour

3
4

Potted Meat
39

$1159

629
IStacatd 5

Cost Cutter Individually Wrapped Slices

Golden Corn

19

Dial Spray

5115
mot
as

I

Cheese
Food
$ 25

37C

Ailtl-Psrsfiraot

Sanl-Flush

5100

8 or
cans

5100

1 2 01
.

pkg

29 oz

Long GfaIN
2 10

Pod Cross

Eveready
Energizers
your $1157

%.
- choose From:
Nil',
.
j Safety Caps,
Miss Taps,
Cubs Tap,
ft. Istessiss tsrd

7 or

3

Spaghetti

Nabisco

Oreo
Cookies

5100

2 01
ac

5189

0169

19 02

eases Country Store

16 or
pkg

Instant Potatoes

mh870

$439

9s

Spaghetti Sauce

Wiring
Assortment

Maxwell
House

69c
59c

Rage

General Electric

Instant Coffee

pkg 5169

Avondale Sliced Of Nalsts

ENTIRE STORE
THE
THROUGHOUT
20..0 or Cell
or .1 ct.9 Vott

29

2 lb

11 S or

Chip-A-Roos

Kroger Rice

Cut Utter Cream Style or role Kernel
licast

Tole Mel Chaser

5 01
Cans

Sansliime

Peaches

Kmiec Comfort Ovenilqin

Disposable Diapers

Grape
Jelly

99c
89C
5129

15 or
can

Chum Salmon

CAR

Itsacts to Fold least Formula

SW

North flay

Tomato Sauce

Real Kill

6 :02
can

Krift
410
bag

Armour Treet

box
Ant & Bondi Killer

Breast-0Chicken

Kroger Dried

Renck For Ike Star

Golden
Grahams
$185
18 oz.

89c

16bcolla

Tuna in Oil or Water

SW

Kroger

Cost Cutter

Krocef
Graham Crackers

Duncan Hines
Cake Mixes

1807.0119

TO 40%

289C

Assorted Flavors

Macaroni
& Cheese

Cost

00
Kt 4.0

20 oz.loaves

Kroger Clocolate Fodge

Kellogg s

pkgs.

_

I

Wm or Pious Gold Cast

Kraft Dinner

4oz.
1
7/

Kroger
Bread

•
../

8 oz. can

C

White or
Buttermilk

Fountain Square
aro

$119

Kroger Muitigrain

Sandwich
Bread

bag

re

79C

2402
loaf

•
1 •

Green GLint

-

Corn On
The Cob

-

r-iiiibiSea
—
6 ct
pk

9119

(AA COL. 4 pack 92.37)
Palm Mate

TicAl-Pirze

each

37
$I

Eraser
Mate2
3ct. $1117
Pkg.

•

3Pair Package

Cot
Litter

251). $

LOggS

Knee-Highs
each

$2
97

Irmo N Sono

Kroger Rolls

Saw Crop Regular or Fret Pesch

2 ;241 sl"

Royal VISlog Miaow

Schnecken & Twist

S-Alive
Saa Pak

7 co
Pile

n9C
far

Hush Puppies

(Autry Oyes Goldin

14011tift0fIrlotlais Of Thins

Pound Cake

Ore-Ida

WO eel Ole SI 11 Ct Maw Saellict

Assorted From Mown

KrogerBuns .. 2

El Charrito

12 0?
am

99c

;2 or
pkg
210:

is oi
pig

OF EVERYTHING INCLUDING THE PRICE
4

PAGE THREE

DiscMier...

THE KROGER
GARDEN!

Washington State Extra Fancy Gold or Red Delicious 88 Size

Apples
Cabbage
White Grapes

113.59c

Fresh Green

lb 111

Imported Thompson Seedless

Sunkist 235 Size

Juice Lemons
Florida Jumbo 27 Size Pink Indian RIM

Grapefruit
Nav,e!Oranges

* Floral Shoppe

L
3for$11.°
15,:ats

Sunkist Seedless 113 Size(45 Oranges Per Bag)

For special occasions Or anytime at all, the
Kroger Floranhoppe has a large selection of
plants, fresh cut flowers and accessories at
affordable prices.

• 'A"

U.S. No. 1 All Purpose Round

•

faik• 214

43111„,"fargA 416
1-IVfrigi

Blooming
Gloxinia

Fresh Country Stand

$49
14

Mushrooms
New Crop California

Southern Favorite

Fresh

Fresh Collard, Mustard or

Fresh
Asparagus

Sweet
Potatoes

California
Avocados

Turnip
Greens

Colorful

.Dieffenbachia

White Potatoes

10 lb 99C
bag

5 Inch pot

only
J.461744v/P
$
4
99

499

S

29

49

Poe
lb

29c 3

Save $1.60 Per Lb. On
All Natural Gourmet

2

bchs

Kitchen Fresh
American or Mustard

Potato
Salad

Pound of Cole Slaw
wIth the purchase of Wishbone

12-Pc.
Fried Chicken

OM $2.00each on IMItare mode

'Mich Round - DOWN Layir

Chocolate

Let's go Krogering for the best of everything including the price
PAGf FOUR B PA

F F OUR fi

1

"PlaR
in

PC
oc9

Guaranteed Freshness and Quality!

Sliced Chops — Mixed

'/4 PORK LOIN
L $1.39
Wilson Corn King Fully Cooked

I Lb

Bog

9.29

BONELESS HAM
Half or Whole

Reelfoot All Meat
Field s

FRANKS

Konlut II m fully Cook ••(1

Slice Ham ...it, $299
Tetlfle•oll..1 Pr .lit.

49
12-oz.
Pkg.

tard or

Sausage &
Biscuit

$159

U.S. Choice
Iowa Groin Fed

Boneless
Top Round
Steaks

Lb

239

PORK SFilihRE RIBS

Sliced

U.S. Choice

Beef
$009 •
Tenderized
Liver
Round Steak .lb &
U S. Choice
U.S. Choice
Cube
Boneless
$229
k
lump Roast....Lb.Stea
16-oz

Reelfoot

Sliced
Bologna

lb

Lb

69c

Lb

$299

L, $1.69

U S. Choice

69 Boneless
Stew heat

Lb

U.S. Choice Iowa Grain Fed

81% GROUND LEAN
BEEF
GROUND
3 Lbs. or More
100% Ground
11•04 with
81% Pure
Leon Meat.
Compare the
Difference,

Prices good through Tuesday, March 15, 1983. We reserve the

right to limit quantities ond correct printing errors.

DOUBLE
Manufacturer's
COUPONS
- Clip 'N Save
DOUBLE
So* Bock Pogo
for Full Details Of
Double Savings!II

Pride of Illinois

GOLDEN
CORN
16-oz. Can

4
_A*

-4
41
_

THE
IT'S
TOTAL
0
Aigigigr
SAVE UP TO...

25( Off Label

Ci?

Crisco
Oil
48-oz. Btl.

Kraft

Parkay
Marganne
1 -Lb. Qtrs.

59c. '229

$5.00
On Kotiox

Bunny

Armour

CORN
2-Lb. Bag

30-Ct. Sox
gallows

79c

.1.55
30 Ct

Iii Pads-

s2.N

Kolitx F•rninIn•

12-Ct.

Napkins

2/

'1.29

Kohn(

1

Potted
Meat
51
/
2-oz. C

Feminine Products

12-Ct

Nazi Pads .. .%OS

Red Cross — 7 oz
Nescafe Classic Blend

Bounty — Assorted Colors

COFFEE
INSTANT
8-oz. Jar

PAPER
TOWELS
Jumbo Roll

$4."

89c

••••

SPAGHETTI or
ELBOW MACARO

for

Ragu — Asst. Varieties

SPAGHETTI
SAUCE

51.00 Off Label

TIDE
CANNY MUM

•

16-oz
Pride o

32-oz. Jar

9.69

•GO
CO

Maxwell House — 13-oz. Bog

'MASTER BLEND'
COFFEE
Assorted Grinds

$2.29
4.?

Granulated
3110SITTERS4

1 Lb Bag

Snickers

Fun
Bars.......
ANIVA

maul
mom..

25-oz.
Lucky I. af

IGA5-lb.
SUGAR
Bog

Milk Way, 3 Musketeers. or

Appl
Sauce.

21b Box
Aunt Jemima Complete

Pancake
M

ix • I • • 11 11 S II

.99C

Kelly

Chili wit
Beans.

Limit On*

151
/
4-o . Con
Hunt's Monwio

24 oz Bottle
Aunt Jemima

Pancake
Syrup...

an

15-oz.

KELLY'S

Kroft Grope
II

•

in

San wic
San 8..

si

$
I 7
9

Jelly or Jam

2-Lb Jar

1.39

Lucky Leaf

Apple
Juice.

48-oz. Jar

Lite
Dressings

I • • III 111

IGA Whole

IGA

Dill
skies.

--Stiffed
Mos .
1 -Lb. Bog

Idahoan

Instant
Potatoes
Hunt's

79.
21W
10.75-oz. Can

Tomato
Puree ..

•

i!

Wishbone, Asst. V3rietie!

..

1

Fasweet

Liquid
Sweetens

a • II

Oni
.Bar Free w/

rch. of

Dial lmond
Bath Soap .

Ws Glidly Accept
USDA Food Stamps:

G°14
014or

••

Sake,s — 351 ON Lobel

MEL
NOM

with *Ns c
"It's The Tafel on thi Tap*
Tweeds./ 144ercit 15.1t
That Countsi" At Jim Adams '
713110
,
ON

MO Ell WO 111111 IMP

IN THE TAPE THAT COUNTS!
‘,

Toddler
Disposable

Regular or
Buttermilk

Pamper's
Diapers

Ballard
Biscuits

TOU

Wog
Liquid
22 oz Bottle

tied
eat

)z.c

1 39

9c

or
110

12-Ct. Box

6 Pk

Cream
Cheese . '

8-ox. Can

8-oz. Box

29

139

IGA - Pure

99c
-

IGA

ORANGE JUICE

JUICE
TOMATO
46 0, Con

MaCarin

r.;-6-,•
IP 10- ••

$1 59

%mho

RED moss

Kraft
Philadelphia

',-

Betty Crocker Asst Flavors

FROSTING
MIXES
6 15 oz

16-ozi. Can
'We olf Illinois

IGA

BATH TISSUE
4-Roll Package

$1 111 9

10 EN

Asst. Colors

IGA Reg or Unsweetened
GRAPEFRUIT
JUICE
46-oz Can

CORN

t$100 Limit

79C

Six

5-oz.
ucky I

11): 35C Oft Label
Bounce Sheets

f

IPPI
;aule

Fabric
$309
Softener ..

89e

15-oz. an
Kelly 1

15 oz Bottif.
Texize

Chill with
Be

Pine
Power

ans III II 11

1 5 1/s -0 .

Hunt's

.79c

Con
anwich

89.

San wich
San e...

60 Ct

919

1 6 oz Package
Kraft American

Soft — 2 8 oz

Parkay Margarine

89c

Singles
Cheese

$229

1
i

i
igs si,...79c

IGA Economy

8-oz. Btl.

ksst. V rieties

Aluminum
Foils...so

i
1 i $11 29

Crocker Barrel
10-oz. Package

Cheese

SS.
W

$909

i WW1

Krocklin

$177

25-1.1) Bog

Chunk
$369
II Feed.

•

111111=1611111111111101)

1401 boo

I

Mimi:Oiscoisee Finvered

12-es Soo

I BAKING
.
I
99 NIPS

99

poe3 foreily Coupon void
hit*• Compon Aoki I I 1.lend re vie% des corc„ I,s
11110.
ohs

650

IGR
In MIellla

L:40

651

SD MID OR la MIMI ill MD IMP OM

CAKES DECORATED
FOR ALL YOUR
FAVORITE OCCASIONS!
Fresh Baked - 18-oz

8-0s.

.59c

rch. of 3 4-Bar Pock

The Bakery
•
•
•
•
Place
Fresh Baked Goodness!

$291

Sour
Cream .•

En

lap.

COCONUT
CAKE
Double layer — 24-oz.

9!9

Seoltest

12-oz. St,

w
d, Whit
Aintond

Bakery Fresh

Kroft — Sharp or Ex-Sharp

7-oz. Jot

I.

412-Inch/75-Ft. Roll

I

Bakery Fresh Goodness at your Jim
Adorns Store in Camden, Covington,
Savannah, Huntingdon, and Mineral
Wells In Paris.
Fresh- Mode

.lionut
is SticksSticks
Only

99!,

CINNAMON
BREAD

'1.09
Delicious Peanut Butter
•

CHOCOLATE
CNIP COOKIES
Dozen

59%

ICR
If•

411111

inammviatzGUARANTEED FRESHNESS
AND QUALITY!
The
CPOLIPIEI!!!)IFI:EldISE! • •
2-Lb. Bag

Crisp Golden
Carrots

69c*
Texasweet

GRAPfFRUIT
5-Lb. Bog

$1

.49

Red Ripe

89c
Lb It

Tomatoes

Lb

York or Rome

Apples
Texasweet

100 Ct.

Juicy Oranges

STifillienniIy ES

Thompson Seedless

White Grapes
••

Texasweet — 5-Lb. Bag

Oranges • • • ..
Fancy

200-Ct.

Pint

Lemons .....

Free
Coffee
And
Cookies
Each
Sunday
At
JIM
ADAMS
Prices on this ad are
effective: Wednesday.
March 9 through
Tuesday. March 15.
1963.
W
.rIPIMINY• the rtglto to leen

V:h""`",....k.theup edand ps9tin.of

Quality
The Greatest Stones from the
Ofd and Hew Testaments
• Illustrated n FuN Coior
Wnrren E specialty for Children

SEED POTATOES
Blue Tag Pontiac
Blue Tag Kennebec
Blue Tag Cobbler
Plus

Lb 15c
Lb 15c
Lb 17c

— Check Our Selection of

ONION SETS and
QUALITY SEEDS!!
VOLUME 1

I VOLUMES 2•12

69
41

OM

THURSDAY & SATURDAY
MARCH 18 & 12

NOW ...
DOUBLE SAVINGS at

CLIP%
SAVE...
DOUBLE!
COUPON REDEMPTION LIMITS
1. No. coupons-doubled over
501 face value.
2. No FREE coupons doubled.
3. No coupons doubled on
tobacco or coffee products.
4. Coupons must be presented
with purchase of the specified

product and size.

Jim Adams with your favorite
manufacturer's coupons. We'll DOUBLE
the FACE VALUE on coupons up to 504 face value.

with the purchase of the specified products.
CUP N'SAVE from magosines. newspapers or direct moll.

MURRAY
KENTUCKY

•

to

the prices are hard

bellevembut

It's No Fish Story.
40

•

Tosto 0 Soo

Perch
Fillets

16 oz

9.89

Taste0 Soo Sonar Dipped 8-oz. Box
•

Fish
Sticks

$1 19

l
ob Too*0 Soo Economy

Fisk
Sticks

27-oz. Box

$2.99
•
•

Tost•0 Soo

Seafood
Platter

9-oz. Box
$1
.
69

2 Lb

Tosto 0 Soo

$a
Breaded
Cod Portion. eJsUi1
Toils 0 Soo Light Bottor

Fish
Fillets
Taste
pT wok
e0• Sea Breacted

isaSteaks

12 oz Box

1.69
$3.59
. 2-lb. BOX

Taste 0 Soo

141.
MMus
Taste0 s.•

$3.79
1 lb lox

Catfish
FNI.ts$2.111

YOUI:LL

atiss

HETHE
--AnGart AWAY,

gliMr Tootsa Soo

Porch
Fillets

I.Lb..40

BUT NOT AT...

$1.89

LIM•er.:VAbaliftiltt,

-T

-e

•

7

Freezer Values
For You!

IJI
-ADA
iok(

Bright it Early Imitation

Ore Ida

Juice
Orange
12=oz Con

Onion7-ozRings

59.
La Creme

Whipped
Topping
Bowl-

Taste 0' Sea
Economy Size
7

FISH STICKS

•::

9-oz.

$239
Only
rii7".

•fi

phairsOrak
i
A
•

6

16A,,

1

116.1 010

ORE-IDA
Crinkle Cut Qr

Green Giant

French Fried
Potatoes.
2-Lb.

- Nibblers
Corn on
the
Cob
6 Ear Pkg.

Totino's

PIZZA
Crisp Crust
10-oz. Package

Bag

9.29

'1.29

Green Giant

HARVEST
FRESH
VEGETABLES
Sweet Peas, Green
Beans, Niblets Corn,
or Mixed Vegetables

Assorted Flavors

IGA
IceHalfCream
Gallon

.49
9-oz.
Box

bt

let

Jamb
CHOCOLATE
BROWNIES

Padm:s Labol

RIOZEN.
REM
FRIES
5-Lb. Bag

Zemin 'I 2 34

ailabriuo=s or-ailr

Open Daily and Sunday

SALE DM MT.
MARCH fl449113

The Savtng Place'

11F64•11a1164
.

,
'"
"0
,
61- 341161-1KrIC

e

- ?IAN-UR
Scale Shades
kliserre' P/M, MT /7
Or SWIM WO
0-6 Mo.,
6-12 Mos •
12-16 Mos

77°

Our
Reg
2 17

Um:Serails Panty Nose
Nylon. cotton panel Reinforced toe, sandal foot

Snacks Or
Planters.
-Spaghetti Sauce
Delicious
89c-117 Chet Save:041e • corn snocks
Out Reg
ground
cneese or

Pr
Our 96c

Stretch bootie Socks
Orlon' ocrylocistretch
nylon In infants sizes

Our Peg
3 88 4 58
Ploys' Cotton Unclorwioar
Package of 3 briefs or
t-shirts Sizes 2 and 4

011-29

Mushroom or Save
spaghetti sauce

t
,w

originak,
• MN

2.77

'Dv hrs. ilog

Ple1101,

beet

T.

I* /

I77

.

r

N)PS. Limn 2 Plegs

01

Our

2.9713.81

11111.

Our •
Reg
2 17

7

1.97

Each
Limit 2

40/all Kitchen Bogs

34-oz.• Safflower Oil

Rich Pfeil. Shampoo

13-001 capacity. 11/4-1116

Hollywood' ON for frying and cooking Save

16-oz • bottle liquid or 7
oz •• tube concentrate
.4410,"

thick

i)101111C.

WW1 1106

•14 of
,
..61114••••••+••••.

97°
1.47

Ow • SO Paper Dinner Melee
Reg. Grease-resistant plates ideal

1.54 for use in mit:rots/0M oven.9-.

Ilisynoids• Wrap Aluminere Pee
Sale For baking and freezing 100d.
Price wrapping leftovers. 12)05" rot
Pedal Or Sellweere Now
Your
280 Kieeneefaciallueuelli 4raiz —
Choice Oeirry• balhroorn Nome. 2Øy.

no

Our Rog.
2.44
Limit 2

11

Mee.'Pine
OWNS Orld=ftr114.

57

°u
2 4r1Pe6:
limit 2

14-oz/ Inedge• Spray
V.:,;
- -orsci beauty as you dus:
R•gulor or lemon scent
•••••-i

I:17in'aRnIt7

Uquid.Weellle • aatad
fine was;
in°. stretching.shrinking

Fried Ph Luncheon With
Cheese,Coleslaw
......

Save s6

9.97

"

Each
Our 597
56x63Textured Curtain Panels
Tailored polyester cur
tains in solid colors

3.77

Each
Our 4 97
Lovely Chenille Panels
Diamond pattern polyester/acetate 4" hem

Lilts,'

2510

1. r Prices
AUAU Drapes In Stock
Many colors and styles.
including extra-wide

ritloty

Despn in Colton/

3.774

Reg
97
Captain's Chair Pod
Zippered cotton cover.
Polyurethane foam fill
Rocker,tot
10.97
Our

Polyostei

Kitc hen Accessories
Our 2.27 Towel
Ill
Our 1.47 Dishcloth ... 974
Our 117 Pothole:1w
97$
Our 2.97 Oven
1.117
Our 3.77 TI. Towel .. 2.67
Our

Sao Vinyl Coyne For $W.

2 Fos 97,
jOur LOS Vinyl Cow, Foe
e4011.0.1 Slim Meow
774

Our
15 96
Twin

.7
I27

3-plece Shsie4 1.1
'Honeysuckle" pattern
in polyester/cotton

Pottt Reg

SIVOrig
Classie
15 97
sole
oxtordser
Oxtords itati
slurdNir rubb
corntott
Handsorne
with
tor
Men's
cushioned insole
Attractive vinyl
long-weor plus
tor
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MATTEL INTELLIVISION

Take-with Price

77.77

MATTEL ELECTINOrucg

RCA® 12" Diagonal
Black And White TV

•••

••••••,
.
;r

•
•
•

C3)
...••••••.„ „

4,
•

taCH

RCA' 12" portable model features
low power consumption and 1-set
VHF fine tuning. Great for any
room in your house. Shop and Save!

41

•

12
WWI

AGP121

-••••

es, gm "
111

Cieoronce $ole
•••••

Limited Quantihes Avollabie
No Ron Checks

Modeli
2409

At A New Low Price

77

11

•

INtEtuVoict

Sale
Price

43-30

'
-

•

••••••
-••••

Intellivision®
For Family Fun

•

Master Component offers great. sound effects and graphics for hours of fun. Includes
2 hand controllers. 1 Blockhock/Poicer game
cartridge. power cord and TV connector

/

p

Moil-In Offer
O•I on intelliVolcol"voice
synihosis oviodulo born
manor,at no *era cosi,
when you
(yak* of 7442ivision
buy on
most*,compononf.
31 Hi)
se.00.se,doom

r

/
/

;lc

.••••

Our
STALA ER

PcK

volci sykr,t

I5
Nis/Hors Digital Alarm
LE.D. aionyr clock has battery stand-by
circuit with low battery indicot.soit
boeptone sound. calendar. dual alarm.

•we

Our 34 97

4.

MOP.•••••••••

43•40

2677

Iron Deadly MSc*
%elder) 9_arrie based"'Sarno
on the
recent wall Disney' movie
bes
trizrzs
am
e
=
rami

43-39

43•311

29.77. .essib34.77

*Olen *antes
MON Stdiker"os Lock 'Ps
Chosetftldeo
sz
ok=a=sissicartridges.
sic

•

4341

Sow.
IV gorno2__ _WM Oortndige
votes. Us*
with wprgiurvosore
module.

Prkding
Calculator
114:110 hand-held model has 3-key
memory. LC.D
WIlit batons&

•

Zones I 2 54

Our 21 67 Tool Set
free With Purchase
Of Eureka Upright
.626 This Sale Only

87.77 7777
•

Cartistar Vacuum CI•aner

conistor with tool
bumper. bow*, seiectofcornet. vinyl
complete set 01 oisoning on nose,
occossories

ions. 144.4

PAINT SAVINGS

...............................

g
•

gliagg
OPTIC
r•Irr......dor•W,
arAION wt.

-atatedeor
c-'
Okra
eaftor
""es'tv• :;••••01
.........................
.......

limit 2

Your Choice Our Reg 2 18

Save 4.19 - Our Reg 1196

1.37
Energizer* Batteries

Bright Stile 25" Light Unit

Eyereody • 2 pock C or
D batteries or 1 9 V long
Irle Energizer • battery Save

Qualtty fluorescent light with
bulb cord and switch Use
anywhere no special wiring

Gal

1197
- Our Reg.

77

111
Coiling Point
1.01ex Wall Or
latex is lostEasy-on wallesistont V/hile.
-f
&Yin% spot ceiling point
tints. ur white

Save' Sole Price

5.77
5041. Electric Cable
14/2 wtth ground Strips
easily tor sWriple installahart flexible IndoOr use

27x72" Vinyl Runner
Protects carpet frOtti heavy
traffic, weather spills Easy
to clean up Clear Sayings

Ilann Lush*

Latex POMI

finish
-wearing lustre
-resistant
Long
spot
enamel is white and tints
Covers WAIN ,

77

Our 12 97

8.97
./mack
0,..9

6.97pr
All-purpose
Soccer Bon
s
t:iy
otimpS
ottiyoi .
t
Sho.s
sst0
rf
Molded synthetic Pon
For baseball, socnylon
v.
ta°11 "
and football
cover.
size.
sn assorted
ce
Asso
r rted sizes
0S etre .......
Colors or
9.97

c Our keg
107
Lysol 'owl Cleaner
16 oz • disinfectant
•`

Sale Price

3

Imo 4
For77
14-oz: Ajax Cleanser
Removes tough stains

11-oz. Shave Cream
C how .•

t

1.7720,4,1,6•,J

17.97

38
18x 27" Carpet Remant
Choice of fibers

Aladdin's Stanley
Bottle
1-qt. All-steel
vacuum bottle
Unbreakable
insulated
with screw -in stopper,
liner
steel
cup, cop. stainless durability
for
case
-steel
and ail

Our Rea 4.97
ela

Our Peg
898 10 47
Chonnellock Pliers
9', pump or 7 drOgonal

1,77?,2;fip.•„
Propane Cylinder
I4-oz • fuel cylinder

Our keg
5 96
Portable Ironing Set
Board cover and pod

°nor 1 2S 4

Auto Music Special

4C:11
The Savkv

29.97

49.97

it woe ..ovtarnsio

weacwassoem POLICY
orroo••*or
Mos•••• C0'd

row

•or •••••• ••
tool •••• Om.
•••••••• tn.• .10 Omni". NW &II
6.1 •••••••••••• "NOW
MOO •••
•••• go rorr
•.00 ••• alma • 1•••• (11,

r

roar+.ire

moor
.

•••••••••Ott
oll• W."•••••..•to
••• ••• •••••• ...EOM•••
•••••n1~
•••••••••••••
••••••••••••ow*

Our Reg. 23.88

Our Re9. 36.88

Our Reg.59.88

14.97

29.97

49.97

40-walt Powor Booster 3-band Seeder
6-band Power Booster
Increases radio of tape Compact. 3 frequen- 5bandsdtapisound.
player output.12-V.
cy bands.40-W.12-V. Fadercontrol.40-W.

Sale Price

970.

Out Reg 697

lirand-nazo:crk
Plugs On
Stand nom not rebuilt.
For many U.S. and Import
cars. Standard or resistor.

Sold In Poeliogos
Of 4.4.Or$ Only

Ulna $S Pot Clisloonor

IS.97

ARMOR ALL

•

3.572,17ftg.
Armor Al'Spray Prokredard
WIM spray nozzle. 16-ouncos
Our 1.97,
Cassis;1.47

7.47

7.47

Our Rog
11.97
24 Hydraulic Mlle Jost
Our 16.97,44 Jook...11.97
Our 19.97.64 Jook...ISM
WOW

3.77

lecosio=11

7.9710.s.
Our

Garage light $olo
Molded bulb Maid
18-gauge. 35' cord

THANK YOU FOR SHOPPING AT K MART

If

‘
‘
COVER SCOOP:

$10to$15 OF
Upleen up for Spring' Take actvantage of our great
swings on these casual packets Wrtff good looks and
sman &Halts Plus the lightweeght comfort you II want for
the season ahead Poly cotton in fashion colors
Ong. Now
45 00 28.
1A. Motes poplon packet .
18.Junlors reversible 411
poplin seersucker packet
39 00 2111.111,
35 00 24411
1 C Juniors Chintz packet
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Store Phone 759-1400
Catalog Phone 759-4080
SALE. PRICES EFFECTIVE THROUGH SUNDAY, MARCH 13, 1983
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